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PROPERTIES OF GENERIC AND ALMOST EVERY 
MAPPINGS IN VARIOUS NONLOCALLY COMPACT 
POLISH ABELIAN GROUPS 
Susan L. Calcote White 
May 12, 2007 
In a nonlocally compact Polish abelian group G, we will consider two notions 
of smallness of subsets of G. Those subsets of G which are topologically small are 
said to be meager, and those which are measure-theoretically small are Haar null. 
We will say that a property P holds for a generic 9 E G if the property holds on 
the complement of a meager subset of G, and P holds for almost every 9 E G 
if the property holds on the complement of a Haar null set. Thus the phrase "a 
randomly chosen element of G is likely to have property P" may be understood to 
have two different meanings in this paper. 
The spaces 'IlL and C(JRn) , n 2: I, the continuous self-maps of Z and JRn, 
respectively, are both nonlocally compact Polish abelian groups. In this paper 
we will study properties of generic and almost every mappings in ZZ and C(JR), 
and properties of generic mappings in C (JRn ). In the space ZZ, we show that the 
behavior of a generic ¢ E ZZ is quite different than the behavior of almost every 
¢ E ZZ. We will show that in the space C (JR), the behavior of a generic f E C (JR) 
is analogous to the behavior of a generic ¢ E ZZ in several ways, but the analogies 
between the spaces ZZ and C(JR) seem to cease when the properties of almost every 
f E C(JR) are considered. In fact, many of the properties of functions in C(JR) that 
we consider in this paper are shown to be H-ambivalent; that is, the properties 
hold on a set which is neither Haar null nor the complement of a Haar null set. We 
will present preliminary results concerning the behavior of a generic f E C(JRn). 
We will show that several of the properties which hold for a generic f E C(JR) 
also hold in the more general setting of a generic f E C (JRn), although the proofs 
techniques differ. Finally, we will close with a discussion of future directions that 
this work may take. 
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1.1 Introductory Remarks 
Suppose that we are given a collection of objects, and we would like to 
know how likely it is that a randomly chosen object of the collection behaves in 
a certain way. Intuitively, we say that if the size of the set of objects which do 
not exhibit the prescribed behavior is negligible or small in some sense, then a 
randomly chosen object is likely to exhibit the behavior. In the space of real num-
bers JR, there are at least two natural notions of smallness, one topological and the 
other measure-theoretic. We say that a subset of JR is topologically negligible if it 
is meager in JR, and it is measure-theoretically negligible if its Lebesgue measure is 
zero. There are many examples of subsets of JR which are small in both senses (for 
example, the rational numbers Q or the standard Cantor set), but it can be shown 
that JR can be written as the disjoint union of a meager set and a set of Lebesgue 
measure zero. Thus these two notions of smallness are not related; neither class of 
small sets includes the other. 
These two notions of smallness hold in the more general setting of locally 
compact Polish abelian groups. Since all Polish groups are topological spaces, 
the topological notion of meagerness holds. Moreover, any locally compact Pol-
ish abelian group admits a unique (up to a multiplicative constant) translation-
invariant CJ-finite Borel measure which is finite on compact sets and positive on 
nonempty open sets. Hence, in a locally compact abelian Polish group, a set whose 
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Haar measure is zero is negligible in a measure-theoretic sense. 
However, no nonlocally compact Polish abelian group admits a Haar mea-
sure. In 1972, J.P.R. Christensen generalized the concept of Haar measure zero 
sets to abelian Polish groups which may be nonlocally compact [12]. Christensen 
defined the Haar null set as a measure-theoretically negligible subset of a Polish 
abelian group, and he showed that the notions of Haar measure zero and Haar 
null are equivalent in a locally compact Polish abelian group. In 1992, the notion 
of Haar null sets was reintroduced by Hunt, Sauer, and Yorke in the setting of 
infinite dimensional Banach spaces [23]. Their terminology differed from Chris-
tensen's; they used the term "shy" rather than Haar null, and they referred to the 
complement of a Haar null set as a "prevalent" set. Mycielski provided a definition 
of Haar null sets for nonabelian Polish groups in [35]. 
With these definitions in mind, we see that the phrase "a randomly chosen 
element 9 of a Polish abelian group G is likely to have property P" may be inter-
preted in two different ways in this paper. We say that a property P holds for a 
generic 9 E G if the set on which P does not hold is meager in G, and we say that 
P holds for almost every 9 E G if the set on which G does not hold is Haar null. 
The complement of a meager (respectively, Haar nUll) set is said to be comeager 
(co-Haar null). In this paper we are interested in investigating which properties of 
various nonlocally compact Polish abelian groups are likely to hold on a randomly 
chosen element. In Chapter 2, we will provide the necessary background informa-
tion concerning meager and Haar null subsets of Polish abelian groups. 
The notion of Haar null is more recent than the notion of meagerness, so 
while there are many well-known results concerning meager subsets of various Pol-
ish groups, there is a growing body of literature concerning Haar null subsets. For 
example, consider the following pair of theorems concerning e([O, 1], lR), the space 
2 
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of continuous real-valued functions on the closed unit interval. The first is a clas-
sical result of Banach's, and the second more recent result is due to Hunt [25] in 
1994. 
THEOREM (Banach). A generic f E C([O, 1], JR) is nowhere differentiable. 
THEOREM (Hunt). Almost every f E C([O, 1], IR) is nowhere differentiable. 
Of course it is not always the case that a subset of a group is both comea-
ger and co-Haar null. As another example, consider the space consisting of all 
permutations on N, denoted by SX!' which is a nonabelian Polish group under 
the group operation composition of functions. We have the following results, the 
first well-known, and the second due to Dougherty and Mycielski in 1994 [17]. Of 
particular interest is the fact that the properties of a generic (J E 500 and almost 
every (J E 500 are in some sense complementary. 
THEOREM (Folklore). A generic (J E 500 has no infinite cycle, and infinitely 
many cycles of length k fOT all kEN. 
THEOREM (Dougherty-Mycielski). Almost every (J E 500 has infinitely many 
infinite cycles and only finitely many finite cycles. 
These two theorems concerning 500 are the motivating results for our work 
in the space ':f.l', which consists of all (continuous) functions from ;;Z to;;Z. Although 
both 500 and ;;ZZ are groups consisting of self-maps of a countably infinite set, there 
are important differences between them. ;;ZZ is an abelian Polish group with group 
operation pointwise addition; moreover, ;;ZZ includes any mapping from ;;Z to ;;Z, 
while 500 includes only bijections from N to N. In Chapter 3, we will state and 
prove our results concerning properties of generic and almost every mappings in 
;;ZZ. By associating each <p E ;;ZZ with a graph r <f;, we will establish a setting in 
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which the structure of elements of 71/' may be studied. We find it quite interesting 
that although the groups have very different structure, we have obtained results 
for 'l'.l' which are analogous to the Folklore and Dougherty-Mycielski Theorems 
for 5 00 stated above. We have also found that, with most of the properties that 
we considered for the elements of 'l'.}", the behavior of a generic ¢ with respect to 
the property is either complementary or "almost" complementary to the behavior 
of almost every ¢. For example, we will show that a generic ¢ is surjective and 
almost every ¢ is not surjective. VvTe will also show that a generic ¢ is not injective 
and almost every ¢ is "almost" injective, in the sense that ¢ is injective on the 
complement of a finite set. Other properties of elements of'l'.l' will also be discussed 
in Chapter 3. 
After completing the results of Chapter 3, we focused our attention on the 
space of continuous real-valued functions on JR, denoted by C(JR.). We anticipated 
that, just as some of our results in 7/.,71, were analogous to the known results for 
5 00 , it would be the case that our results in C(JR.) would be analogous to those in 
71l'. For the properties of a generic f E C (JR), this was indeed the case. In Section 
1 of Chapter 4, we will state and discuss our results concerning the properties of 
generic elements of C(JR). The first main result of Chapter 4, which is stated as 
Theorem 4.1, shows that there are several ways in which the behavior of a generic 
f E C(JR) exhibits behavior which is similar to that of a generic ¢ E 71/'. For 
example, a generic f E C(JR) is surjective and non-injective, as is a generic ¢ E 71/'. 
A generic ¢ E 7!.'L has the property that every point has infinite (hence, unbounded) 
preimage under ¢, while a generic f E C(JR) has the property that every point has 
uncountable and unbounded preimage under f. Another analogous result between 
the two spaces is that a generic f has the property that the forward or bit of x 
under f, denoted by orb(j, x) = {x, f(x), P(x) .. . }, is bounded for all x E JR., 
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while a generic ¢ E '1/- has the property that orb( ¢, n) is finite for all n E Z. 
Our result concerning the boundedness of the (forward) orbits of all points 
for a generic f E C(IR) led us into the area of dynamical systems as we began to 
consider properties of the orbits and w-limit sets of a generic f. (The w-limit set 
of x under f, denoted w(J, x), is defined as the set of all subsequential limits of 
orb(J, x), when orb(J, x) is viewed as a sequence.) If a generic f E C(IR) has the 
property that every point has bounded orbit, what else might we say about these 
orbits? Are some or all of the orbits finite? If some orbit orb(J, x) is infinite, 
then is its associated w-limit set w(J, x) finite? In Theorem 4.2, we will classify 
the structure of the orbits and w-limit sets of a generic f E C(IR) and show which 
scenarios may occur. 
The structure of w-limit sets of elements in C([O, 1]), the space of continuous 
self-maps of the unit interval, have been well-studied. Agronsky, Bruckner, and 
Laczkovich proved the following in [2]. 
THEOREM (Agronsky-Bruckner-Laczkovich). A generic f E C([O,I]) has the 
property that w(J, x) is nowhere dense and perfect for a generic x E [0, 1]. 
Lehning in [30] offered a simpler proof of this result which applied to a 
more general setting: Lehning showed that in the space of continuous self-maps of 
a compact N-dimensional manifold X, a generic f has the property that w(J' x) 
is nowhere dense and perfect for a generic x EX. In our setting, C (IR), we are 
considering self-maps of a space which is (T-compact, but not compact. Neverthe-
less, in Theorem 4.2 of Chapter 4, we will show that the property of Agronsky, 
Bruckner, and Laczkovich is true of a generic f E C(IR) as well; i.e., a generic 
f E C(IR) has the property that w(J' x) is nowhere dense and perfect for all x in 
a comeager subset of R The remainder of our results in Theorem 4.2 concern the 
meager subset of IR for which the w-limit sets of a generic f E C(IR) are not perfect. 
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What types of orbits and w-limit sets may occur on this meager subset of JR? In 
[2], it is proven that a generic f E C([O, 1]) has the property that the set of points 
with finite orbit (hence, finite w-limit set) is dense in [0,1]; we will show that for 
a generic f E C(JR), the set of points with finite orbit is c-dense in R We will 
also show that the set of all points which have infinite orbit and finite w-limit set 
is c-dense in JR, and the set of points with infinite orbit and non-perfect infinite 
w-limit set is unbounded in R 
In Section 2 of Chapter 4, we will state and prove our results concerning 
the properties of a generic f E C(JRn), n ~ I, in Theorem 4.3. This theorem is 
the result of our efforts to generalize the results of Section 4.1 to the space C (JRn). 
We have found that, just as in C(JR), a generic f E C(JRn) has the properties that 
f is a surjection, the preimage of every point is uncountable and unbounded, the 
(forward) orbit of every point is bounded, and the set of periodic points is un-
bounded. Thus some of the results in Theorem 4.1 are implied by Theorem 4.3; 
however, the proof techniques differ and so we include the statements and proofs 
of both theorems separately. We will close Chapter 4 with a brief discussion of 
the difficulties involved in the problem of finding which types of w-limit sets might 
occur for a generic f E C(JRn). 
In Chapter 5, we will turn our attention to the properties of almost every 
f E C(JR). Here is where the analogies between the spaces 71./' and C(JR) seem to 
cease. In the space 71./', the set of surjections is both comeager and Haar null. 
While the set of surjections in C(JR) is comeager in C(JR), we will prove in Chapter 
5 that it is neither Haar null nor co-Haar null; i.e., it is H-ambivalent. We will 
show in Theorem 5.1 that many comeager subsets of C(JR) are H-ambivalent. For 
example, the set of all f such that every point of JR has unbounded pre image under 
f, the set of all f which are of monotonic type at no point, and the set of all f 
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which are monotone at no point, are all sets which are comeager in C(JR) and are 
H-ambivalent. 
While in Section 1 of Chapter 4, our work led us into the area of dynamical 
systems, in Chapter 5 our work leads to a study of the differentiability properties 
of functions in C(JR). One of the results, namely, (6) of Theorem 5.1, is of particu-
lar interest. Recall that Hunt proved that the set of all f E C([O, 1], JR) that have 
finite derivative at some point is Haar null. Hunt's result was improved by Kolar 
in [29]. 
THEOREM (Kolar). The set of all f E C([O, 1], JR) such that f has a finite one-
sided approximate derivative (hence, a finite one-sided derivative) at some point is 
Haar null 
In [44], Zajicek proves the following. 
THEOREM (Zajicek). 
1. The set of all f E C([O, 1], JR) such that f' (x) E JRU {±oo} for some x E (0,1) 
is H-ambivalent. 
2. For any fixed a E (0,1), the set of all f E C([0,1],JR) such that f has 
derivative +00 at a is H-ambivalent. 
Zajicek notes that the sets in (1) and (2) are each comeager subsets of 
C([O, 1], JR), and so the" 'Haar null case' differs from the 'category case ... ' " (page 
1144, [44]). The results of Hunt, Kolar, and Zajicek extend to C(JR) by a simple 
argument. In (6) of Theorem 5.1, we will strengthen (2) of Zajicek's result by prov-
ing that, for any fixed a E JR, the set of all f E C(JR) such that f has derivative +00 
at a and f has a knot point at all x =I- a is not Haar null. (The term knot point is 
defined in Chapter 5.) This result is interesting in its own right because, as a con-
sequence, we are able to provide an explicit example of uncountably many pairwise 
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disjoint universally measurable non-·Haar null subsets of C(JR). Christensen asked 
in [12] whether any family of mutually disjoint universally measurable non-Haar 
null subsets of a Polish abelian group is at most countable. Dougherty in [16] 
showed that in many nonlocally compact Polish abelian groups, there exist such 
families of non-Haar null subsets which are uncountable. Solecki in [41] proved 
that such an uncountable family exists in every nonlocally compact Polish abelian 
group. With our result, we are able to provide an explicit example of such a family 
in the group C(JR). 
Although many of the properties of functions in C(JR) under consideration 
in this paper are H-ambivalent, we will show in Theorem 5.2 that we have found 
several properties which hold for almost every f E C(JR). We will prove that the 
set of functions f which are of monotonic type on no interval is co-Haar null. It 
follows that the set of all f which are monotone on no interval is co-Haar null, and 
that the set of noninjective functions is co-Haar null; these sets are both comeager 
in C(JR) as well. We will see in Chapter 3 that almost every ¢ E 7ll- is injective on 
a co-finite set; as a contrast, we will show in Chapter 5 that almost every f E C(lR) 
has the property that given any bounded set F ~ JR, f is noninjective on the 
complement of F. We will show that a generic f E C(JR) has the property that 
the preimage of every x E JR is uncountable; in Chapter 5, we will see that almost 
every f E C(JR) has the property that the preimage of every point is either empty 
or uncountable for a generic x E R We will also show that f(JR) is either a line or 
a ray in JR for almost every f E C (JR ) . 
Finally, in Chapter 6, we will close with a discussion of open questions 
and future directions that this work may take. Before we proceed to Chapter 2, 
we provide the reader with a table which defines the notation that will be used 
throughout this paper. 
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1.2 Table of Notation 
N set of natural numbers {I, 2,3, ... } 
Z set of integers { ... , -2, -1,0,1,2, ... } 
Q set of rational numbers 
lR set of real numbers 
w first infinite ordinal, cardinality of N 
:7 such that 
:3 there exists 
V for all 
0 empty set 
n,u intersection, union 
SC complement of S 
S \ T set difference between the sets Sand T, defined as S n TC 
5 closure of the set S 
Int(S) interior of the set S 
as boundary of the set S, defined as S\Int(S) 
iSi cardinality of the set S 
iIi length of the interval I 
ZZ space of all self-maps of Z 
dom ((J ) domain of the function (J 
SUPP(fL) support of the measure fL 
C(X) space of all continuous self-maps of X 
C(X, Y) space of all continuous maps from X to Y 
orb(f, x) forward orbit of x under j, defined as U~=O jn(x) 
W (f, x) omega-limit set of x under j 




In the space of real numbers JR, there are at least two natural notions of 
smallness. We consider a set S to be small in the sense of category if S is a meager 
subset of JR, and we consider S to be small in the sense of measure if S is a set 
of Lebesgue measure zero. Neither notion of smallness implies the other. While 
some subsets of JR, such as the standard Cantor set, are small in both senses, it is 
not difficult to construct subsets of JR which are simultaneously meager in JR and 
offull Lebesgue measure. (For example, see Theorem 1.6 of [37] or Example 1.1 of 
[36].) Observe that these two classes of sets, the meager sets and the (Lebesgue) 
measure zero sets, share certain properties, listed below. 
1. Every meager [measure zero] set has empty interior. 
2. The translate of a meager [measure zero] set is also meager [measure zero]. 
3. Every subset of a meager [measure zero] set is meager [measure zero]. 
4. The countable union of meager [measure zero] sets is meager [measure zero]. 
Intuitively, we would hope that given any definition of "smallness" of sets in a 
topological space, the class of all such small sets would also satisfy these four 
properties. 
In a more general setting, consider a locally compact abelian Polish group 
G. A Polish group G is a topological group whose topology is separable and 
completely metrizable; G is abelian if its group operation is abelian. Recall that a 
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set K ~ G is compact if every open cover of K has a finite subcover; that is, given 
any collection U of open sets whose union contains K, there is a finite collection 
{U1 , ... ,Un} ~ U such that K ~ U~=l Ui . We say that G is locally compact if every 
point in G has an open neighborhood with compact closure. Every locally compact 
abelian Polish group G admits a unique (up to a multiplicative constant) O'-finite 
Borel measure, called the Haar measure, which is finite on compact sets, positive 
on nonempty open sets, and translation invariant [27]. Thus for such a group G, 
there are topological and measure-theoretic notions of smallness which satisfy the 
four properties above. However, if G is not locally compact, then a translation-
invariant measure with nice properties such as those of the Haar measure does not 
exist [31]. In 1972, J.P.R. Christensen showed in [12] that the concept of Haar 
measure zero could be generalized to nonlocally compact abelian Polish groups. 
He defined the notion of the "Haar zero" set for such groups. We will see that 
the class of all such sets satisfies the four properties listed above, and thus it is 
a reasonable definition of measure-theoretic smallness in the setting of nonlocally 
compact Polish abelian groups. 
In this chapter, we will give the necessary definitions and background results 
which will be used in the following chapters. Throughout this chapter, G will be 
used to denote a Polish abelian group (unless stated otherwise), and X will be used 
to denote a complete metric space. In the first section, we state the topological 
definitions and theorems which will be used in this paper, and we discuss the 
topologies on the spaces rz} and C (lRn) , n 2 1. In the second section, we will 
introduce Christensen's definition of "Haar zero" sets and provide some of the 
history, definitions, and theorems related to this idea. 
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2.1 The Categories of Baire 
Many of the topological definitions and theorems of this section are due to 
R. Baire. These definitions and theorems are standard and may be found in texts 
such as [38] or [34]. Although our work in this paper will be in Polish groups, we 
state the results of this section for any complete metric space X so that the results 
may be presented in the most general possible setting. Since every Polish group is 
a complete metric space, the results of this section hold for Polish groups. 
We say that D ~ X is dense if D = X. A set E ~ X is nowhere dense if 
the interior of its closure is empty; equivalently, E ~ X is nowhere dense if (EY 
is dense. A subset A of X is said to be dense in itself if it contains no isolated 
points. If A ~ X is closed and dense in itself, then A is perfect. 
DEFINITION 1. A set E ~ X is meager (or, of the first category) in X if E 
is the countable union of nowhere dense sets. The complement of a meager set is 
said to be comeager (or, residual) in X. We say that a generic x E X has 
property P if 
{x EX: x does not have property P} 
is meager in X. 
The word "typical" is sometimes used in place of "generic." In Baire's orig-
inal terminology, subsets of X are classified as belonging to one of two categories. 
The smallest sets, topologically speaking, are the meager sets, which are of the 
first category. All sets which are not meager are of the second category. In this pa-
per we will not use the terms first category, second category, and residual; rather, 
we will use the terms meager, nonmeager, and comeager. We now state Baire's 
Theorem. 
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THEOREM (Baire). Let {Un}nEN be a countable collection of dense open subsets 
of a complete metric space X. Then, nnEN Un is dense. 
As a corollary, we obtain the following. Note that the corollary is significant 
in that it guarantees that any meager subset of X must have empty interior. 
COROLLARY (Baire Category Theorem). No nonempty open subset of a complete 
metric space X is meager in X. 
The following characterization of comeager subsets of X will be very useful 
when we prove results of a topological nature in the following chapters. Recall 
that a set is said to be a Go subset of X if it is the countable intersection of open 
subsets of X. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. A set W is comeager in X if and only if W contains a dense 
Go subset of X. 
The final proposition of this section will be used repeatedly in Chapters 4 
and 5. The proof is not difficult and is not shown here. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let W ~ X. Suppose that for all x E X and E > 0, there 
exist y E BE(x) and T/ > ° such that BT](Y) ~ W. Then W contains a dense open 
subset of X. 
Before we proceed to the next section, we include some remarks concerning 
the topologies of the groups under consideration in this paper. In the group 71./', 
we will use the product topology, and in the group C(lRn ), n 2: 1, we will use the 
compact-open topology. We will give a basis for each of these topologies below. 
Recall that a collection B of open subsets of X is a basis for the topology on X 
if for each open subset U of X and each x E U, there exists Bx E B satisfying 
x E Bx ~ U. Note that the open subsets of X are the unions of sets in B. X 
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is said to be separable if it contains a countable dense subset of X. Since X is a 
complete metric space, X is separable if and only if X has a countable basis. 
2.1.1 Product Topology on 71.:1!.. 
T} is defined as the space of all continuous mappings ¢ : Z -+ Z. Let Z 
be given the discrete topology; i.e., every subset of Z is open in Z. Observe that, 
when Z is given the discrete topology, every mapping from Z to Z is continuous. 
We endow Z7L with the product topology obtained from the discrete topology on 
Z. A basis for the product topology on Z7L is defined as follows. Let Z<7L be the 
set of all functions (J such that, for some finite subset F of Z (depending on (J), 
(J : F -+ Z. For each (J E Z<7L, let 
[(J] = {¢ E Z7L: ¢(n) = (J(n) 'lin E domk)}, 
where dom((J) denotes the domain of (J. Then the set {[(J] : (J E Z<7L} is a basis 
of clopen sets for the product topology on Z7L. A metric d on Z7L is defined by 
d(¢, 'l/J) = 2- n , where ¢(n) =1= 'l/J(n) and ¢(m) = 'l/J(m) for all m E Z satisfying 
Iml < Inl· The metric d induces the product topology on Z7L obtained from the 
discrete topology on Z [6]. 
2.1.2 Compact-Open Topology on C(IRn), n :::: 1 
For any n E= N, the space IRn is defined as the set of all n-tuples of real 
numbers. Elements of IRn are of the form 
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where Xl, ... , Xn E JR. (When n = 1, we will write X rather than x.) The Euclidean 
distance between two points x and y in ]Rn is given by 
n 
d(x, y) = "L(Xi - Yi)2. 
i=l 
The metric topology on ]Rn induced by d is compatible with the product topology 
on ]Rn. We denote by C(]Rn) the space of all continuous mappings from ]Rn into 
]Rn. The space C(]Rn) is endowed with the compact-open topology, which has as a 
subbasis all sets of the form 
S(K, U) = {f E C(JRn ) : f(K) ~ U}, 
where K ~ JRH is compact and U ~ ]Rn is open [34]. The collection of all finite 
intersections of subbasis elements forms a basis for the compact-open topology in 
For f, 9 E C(]Rn), we define II f - 9 11[-N,Nln= max XE[-N,Nln {d(f(x), g(x))}. 
Then a metric p on C (JRn) is given by 
p(f, g) = ~~~ {min {~, Ilf - gll[-N,Nln } } . 
The metric p metrizes the compact-open topology in C(]RH) [18]. In Chapters 4 
and 5, we will assume that an arbitrary basis element is of the form 
where f E C(]Rn) and E > o. 
2.2 Haar Null Sets in a Polish Abelian Group 
A topological group is a group G endowed with a topology such that the 
mapping (x, y) ~ xy-l from G x G to G is continuous. G is said to be locally 
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compact if each point in G has an open neighborhood whose closure is compact. 
Any group, when endowed with the discrete topology, is a locally compact topo-
logical group [13]. We say that G is a Polish abelian group if G is a topological 
abelian group whose topology is separable and completely metrizable. For exam-
ple, JR, with the usual topology and the group operation of addition, is a locally 
compact Polish abelian group. More generally, if X is a separable Banach space, 
then (X, +) is a Polish group [27]. 
The spaces 7l;z and C(JRn) are nonlocally compact Polish abelian groups; 
each space has the group operation of pointwise addition. We will show that 7l1· is 
nonlocally compact. Let cp E 7L'll. and let U ~ 7L'll. be a basis element containing cp. 
Since U is an element of the basis for the product topology on 7L'll., U is of the form 
ITnE'll. Un, where Un ~ 7L for all n, and Un i- 7L for at most finitely many n. Note 
that every compact subset of 7L'll. is contained in a set of the form ITnE'll. Kn , where 
Kn is a finite subset of 7L for all n. Since U ~ U, the set U cannot be compact. 
Every locally compact Polish abelian group admits a Haar measure; how-
ever, no nonlocally compact Polish abelian group admits such a measure [31]. In 
the absence of a reasonable translation-invariant measure on a nonlocally compact 
Polish abelian group G, Christensen sought to define some notion of measure zero 
sets in G with properties which are analogous to the properties of Haar measure 
zero sets in a locally compact Polish abelian group. Christensen called such sets 
"Haar zero" sets [12]. Today the preferred term for such sets is "Haar null" (see 
[29,41,44]' for example); we will follow this convention. One might wonder if the 
notions of Haar null and Haar measure zero are equivalent in a locally compact 
Polish abelian group. Christensen answered this question in the affirmative. In 
addition, he showed that the class of Haar null sets in a Polish abelian group is a 
O"-ideal. 
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Before we give Christensen's definition of Haar null, we include some re-
marks concerning the measurability of sets. Let G be a Polish space; i.e., G is 
a separable completely metrizable topological space. A set A ~ G is said to be 
universally measurable if it is p,-measurable for any O"-finite Borel measure p, on G 
[27]. A subset A of G is analytic if there exists a Polish space Y and a continuous 
function f : Y ---> G such that f (Y) = A. The complement of an analytic set 
is said to be co-analytic. A subset of G is Borel if it belongs to the O"-algebra 
generated by the open subsets of G. Every Borel subset of a Polish space G is 
analytic, and every analytic subset of a Polish space G is universally measurable 
[13]. Every co-analytic subset of G is universally measurable as well. 
DEFINITION 2. A universally measurable subset A of a Polish abelian group G is 
Haar null if there exists a Borel probability measure p, on G with the property that 
p,(A + g) = 0 for all 9 E G. We call p, a test measure for A. More generally! a 
set is said to be Haar null if it is contained in a universally measurable Haar null 
set. A set is co-Haar null if its complement is Haar null. We say that almost 
every (ae) 9 E G has property P if the set 
{g E G : 9 does not have property P} 
is Haar null. 
In Chapters 3 and 5, we will prove that certain subsets of 7ll- and C(JR) are 
Haar null. Each of the sets under consideration in these chapters is either univer-
sally measurable set or the subset of a universally measurable Haar null set; we 
will not include a discussion of the measurability of each of the sets individually. 
Twenty years later after Christensen's paper was published, Hunt, Sauer, 
and Yorke reintroduced the idea of Haar null sets in the setting of infinite dimen-
sional Banach spaces [23]. Their terminology differed from Christensen's; they 
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referred to Haar null sets as "shy sets" and co-Haar null sets as "prevalent sets." 
Hunt, Sauer, and Yorke were unaware of Christensen's earlier work in the area and 
published an addendum to their paper in which they acknowledged the equivalence 
of the definitions of shy and Haar null sets [24]. Mycielski in [35] observes that 
the definition of Haar null is valid in a nonabelian Polish group if one replaces 
"/-L(A + g) = 0 for all 9 E G" with "/-L(gIAg2) = 0 for all gl, g2 E G" in the defini-
tion. 
Hunt, Sauer, and Yorke make several interesting observations in [23]. For 
example, if A is a Haar null subset of G and /-L is its test measure, then it may be 
assumed without loss of generality that the support of /-L, denoted by supp(/-L), is 
contained in a compact subset of G. (The support of /-L is defined as the small-
est closed set whose complement has /-L-measure zero [13].) They also note that 
in an infinite dimensional space, often a convenient choice for a test measure is 
the Lebesgue measure supported on a finite dimensional subspace. We will use 
this technique in Chapter 5. The following simple example shows how this tech-
nique might be used to show that for a fixed interval I, almost every I E C(JR) 
is not constant on I. Let Sf be the set of functions in C(JR) which are constant 
on the fixed interval I. We will show that Sf is Haar null. For each k E [0,1]' 
let 7/Jk : JR -----+ JR be defined by 7/Jk (x) = kx. For all Borel subsets B of C (JR), 
let /-L(B) = >.( {k : 7/Jk E B}), where>. is the Lebesgue measure on R Note 
that /-L is a Borel probability measure supported on the one-dimensional subspace 
K = {7/Jk : k E [0, I]} of C(JR). Let h E C(JR). The claim is that /-L(Sf + h) = o. 
Suppose that there exist II, h E Sf such that II + h = 7/Jkl and 12 + h = 7/Jk2 • Then 
II - h is also constant on I, and (II - 12)(X) = (kl - k2)x. If kl i= k2' then 11 - h 
is not constant on I. Thus kl = k2' and so II = h. It follows that the cardinality 
of the set (Sf + h) n K is at most 1, and so /-L(Sf + h) = O. Thus Sf is Haar null. 
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Hunt, Sauer, and Yorke also observe that all co-Haar null (or, prevalent) 
sets are dense. It immediately follows that every Haar null set has empty interior, 
and so the class of Haar null sets satisfies each of the four properties of small sets 
listed at the beginning of the chapter. 
In [33], Matouskova gives the following characterization of Haar null sets in 
the setting of separable Banach spaces. The definition is useful in that it weakens 
the requirement for the test measure J-L. 
PROPOSITION. Let X be a separable Banach space and let A be a Borel subset 
of X. A is Haar null if and only if for every 6 > 0 and r > 0, there exists a Borel 
probability measure J-L on X with supp(J-L) ~ Br(O) such that J-L(A + x) :::; 6 for all 
x E X. 
It is often the case that, given a Polish abelian group G and a property P, 
the set 
{g E G : 9 has property P} 
is neither Haar null nor co-Haar null. Using terminology by Zajicek in [44], we will 
say that such a property is H-ambivalent, and in addition, we will say that the set 
on which an H-ambivalent property holds is H-ambivalent. H-ambivalent subsets 
of G are analogous to subsets of G which are nonmeager but not comeager in G. 
In order to show that a set is not Haar null, we will use the following well-known 
lemma. (A proof is given in [44].) 
LEMMA 2.1. Let S be a subset of a Polish abelian group G. Suppose that given 
any compact subset K of G, there exists gK E G such that K + gK ~ S. Then S 
is not Haar n'/.tll. 
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CHAPTER 3 
'Zl', THE BAER-SPECKER GROUP 
Let Z denote the set of integers. We denote by ZZ the space of all mappings 
¢ : Z ----> Z. Z2: may be defined as the countably infinite direct product of copies 
of Z, and may also be denoted by ZN, ZW, Z~o, or n~o z. The group ZZ has the 
cardinality of the continuum. 
The group ZZ is referred to as the Baer-Specker group. Two classical results 
concerning the Baer-Specker group were proven by R. Baer and E. Specker. Recall 
that an abelian group G is said to be a free abelian group if there exists a free set 
of generators X = {XoJaEA such that every element of G can be written uniquely 
as a finite linear combination of elements of X. Any free abelian group is uniquely 
determined by the cardinality of the index set A, up to isomorphism [20]. Baer 
proved in [4] that the group ZZ is not a free abelian group, and Specker proved in 
[42] that every countable subgroup of ZZ is a free abelian group. (See Theorem 
19.2 of [20] for a proof of these results.) Other algebraic properties of ZZ have been 
well-studied. Coleman in [14] provides an overview of many of the known results 
concerning ZZ. 
In this chapter we are interested in identifying properties of elements of 
ZZ which are likely to hold on a randomly chosen element of ZZ. Our work was 
inspired by the following pair of theorems. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Folklore). A generic (J E Soo has no infinite cycle, and infinitely 
many cycles of length k for all kEN. 
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THEOREM 3.2 (Dougherty-Mycielski, [17]). Almost every (J" E 500 has infinitely 
many infinite cycles and only finitely many finite cycles. 
In these two theorems, we see that the structures of a generic (J" E 500 and 
almost every (J E 500 are quite different. In fact, we see in these two theorems that 
500 may be decomposed into two "small" sets: the set of functions which have at 
least one infinite cycle, which is meager in 500 , and the set of functions which have 
no infinite cycle, which is Haar null. If we now consider the set of all self-maps of 
Z, what types of results might we expect? Is there a decomposition of ZZ into two 
small sets? We shall see that we will obtain results concerning the properties of 
a generic and almost every c/J E ZZ which are analogous to the results seen in the 
theorems above. In addition, since the functions in ZZ include but are not limited 
to the permutations of Z, we are able to investigate a broader range of properties 
of functions in ZZ than in 500 , With this in mind, one may ask whether a generic 
c/J E ZZ is, say, surjective. If so, does the opposite property hold for almost every 
c/J? Our results concerning the structure of a generic and almost every c/J E ZZ are 
given in Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. Before we state those results, we will provide the 
reader with the necessary definitions and terminology regarding elements of ZZ, 
which will be given in Section 3.1. 
3.1 Directed Graphs of Mappings in ZZ 
ZZ is defined as the space of all mappings c/J : Z -+ Z. ZZ is a nonlo-
cally compact Polish group, endowed with the product topology, with the group 
operation of pointwise addition. The sets c/J-l(n) and Pn,rP are the preimage and 
predecessor set of n under c/J, respectively, and are defined as 
c/J-l(n) = {m E Z: c/J(m) = n} 
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and 
Pn,c/> = {m E Z : ql(m) = n for some kEN}. 
Observe that ¢,-l(n) ~ Pn,c/> , and if q}(m) = n for some m E Z and k > 1, then 
the inclusion is strict. 
Given any permutation (5 of N, it is well-known that (5 may be written as the 
product of pairwise disjoint cycles. This representation of (5, known as its cyclic 
decomposition, is unique up to ordering of the cycles and inclusion or omission 
of 1-cycles [39]. Thus the cyclic decomposition of a function in 500 completely 
characterizes the function. Clearly we are not able to use cycle notation, as it is 
understood for permutations, to characterize elements of Zz. We must establish 
some other setting in which we are able to uniquely represent elements of 'l.,z. In 
order to do so, we will borrow some ideas from graph theory. 
To each ¢ in ZZ, we will associate a graph r c/>. Using a graph to represent a 
function is not without precedent. For example, the authors of [22] describe a func-
tional digraph as a directed graph in which the "out-degree" of each vertex is one, 
and in [8], permutation graphs, where graphs are used to represent permutations 
of a set, are considered. The graph r c/> is defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 3. Let ¢ E 'l.,z. The graph associated with ¢! denoted by r c/>! is 
the directed graph whose vertex set is 'l.,! and whose edge set consists of all directed 
edges (nl,n2) where ¢(nl) = n2. 
Throughout the remainder of the section, it is assumed that r c/> denotes a 
graph associated with some ¢ E 'l.,z. 
DEFINITION 4. f8) Let n, m be vertices (not necessarily distinct) in r c/>. A path 
of length k from n to m is a sequence of vertices 
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such that eitheT (ni' ni+l) or (ni+l, ni) is an edge for i = 0,1, ... ,k - 2. If n is 
a fixed point of ¢, we say that n, n is a path of length 1 from n to n. We will 
also allow paths of length 0 by defining each single vertex of r <I> as a trivial path of 
length o. 
We now give the definition of a component of a graph r <1>. Roughly speaking, 
we may think of a component of a graph r <I> as a set of vertices which are somehow 
related or connected to each other under the mapping ¢. This idea is made precise 
in the definition and proposition that follow. 
DEFINITION 5. Let n, m be vertices of a graph r <1>. We say that n == m if there 
exists a finite path from n to m. Note that = defines an equivalence relation on Z. 
Let [nl<l> denote the equivalence class of n under the relation -. We say that [nl<l> 
is a component of r <1>. The graph r <I> is connected if it has only one component. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let n, m be veTtices in r <1>. Then n == m if and only if one 
of the following occurs. 
1. ¢r(n) = m for some r E N. 
2. ¢S(m) = n for some sEN. 
3. ¢r(n) = IpS(m) fOT some T, sEN. 
Proof. Only the implication (=}) needs to be proven. Let n == m and suppose that 
neither (1) nor (2) occurs. Let n = no, nl, ... , nk-I = m be the path between n 
and m. Observe that if (no, nl) and (nk-2, nk-I) are directed edges, then it must 
be the case that for some 2 ::; i ::; k - 2, both (ni' ni+l) and (ni' ni-I) are edges, 
contradicting that ¢ is a well-defined function. By the same argument, it cannot 
be the case that (nl,nO) and (nk-l,nk-2) are edges of r<l>. So either (nl,nO) and 
(nk-2,nk-d are edges, or (nO,nl) and (nk-l,nk-2) are edges. Assume the former. 
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Then for some 1 :S i :S k - 2, the vertex ni has two edges leaving it, and ¢ is not 
well-defined. So, (no, nd and (nk-l, nk-2) are edges. Then it must also be the case 
that (nI' n2) and (nk-2, nk-3) are edges, and so on, until we have ¢T(n) = ¢8(m) 
for some r, sEN. 0 
Our final definition is for the cycle of a graph r <p' The term cycle will be 
understood to have two different meanings in this paper - one for the permutations 
in the space SeQ' and another for the digraphs of mappings in the space 71}'. The 
usage of the term is standard in both settings. To avoid confusion, the reader 
should be aware of the space we are working in so that the correct meaning of the 
term will be clear. Note that the definition of cycle in the space Soo allows for 
infinite cycles, while all cycles in 7Ll' must be finite. 
DEFINITION 6. Suppose that {no, nl, ... , nk-l}, where k ~ 1, is a set of distinct 
vertices in a gmph r <p such that no, nI, ... ,nk-l, no is a path in r <p' Then we say 
that {no, nl, ... ,nk-l}, together with the edges of the path, is a cycle of length 
k in the gmph r <p' A cycle of length 1 represents a fixed point of ¢, and is said to 
be a loop in r,p' 
In the next proposition, we show that, if C is a cycle in a graph r <p, then no 
vertex of the cycle can have more than one edge of the cycle entering it. Intuitively, 
we may think of the edges of a cycle as being directed in either a clockwise or a 
counterclockwise direction. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. {no, nI, ... , nk-l} is a cycle in r <p if and only if either 
¢(ni(modk)) = ni+l(modk) for all i, or ¢(nHI(modk)) = ni(modk) for all i. 
Proof. The direction (<=) is true by definition of cycle. Now suppose that 
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is a cycle in r cp. So there is a path from no to no, and one of the three cases given 
in Proposition :3.1 must occur. Observe that we cannot have (/l(no) = ¢S(no) = ni 
for some r, sEN and 1 ::::; i ::::; k - 1, for then the vertex no would have two edges 
leaving it. So by Proposition 3.1, ¢T(no) = no for some r E N, in which case either 
¢(ni(modk)) = ni+l(modk) for all i, or ¢(ni+l(modk)) = ni(modk) for all i. o 
Note that in a graph r cp, any two distinct cycles can have no vertex in 
common. In our final proposition of the section, we show that any component of 
a graph r cp has at most one cycle. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Each component of a graph r cp is either acyclic or unicyclic. 
Proof. Let C1 = {no, ... , nk-l} and C2 = {mo, . .. ,ml-d be distinct cycles in a 
graph r cp. Suppose that C1 and C2 belong to the same component of r cp. Note that 
C1 and C2 have no vertices in common, so for some i and j, there is a path from ni 
to mj. Let ni, VI, ... ,vs , mj be the vertices in the path, where VI, ... ,Vs ~ C1 U C2 . 
There must be a directed edge from VI to ni, for if not, ni has two edges leaving it 
and ¢ is not well defined. Similarly, (V2' vd, ... , (mj, Vs) must all be directed edges. 
But now mj has two edges leaving it, which contradicts that ¢ is well-defined. 0 
Now that we have provided the necessary background information, we pro-
ceed to the next section. 
3.2 Structure of Generic and AE Mappings in 'i;z 
We begin by presenting the main results of the chapter in Theorems 3.3 and 
3.4. We posed the question earlier in the chapter: is a generic ¢ surjective? Is the 
opposite true of almost every ¢? Both questions are answered in the affirmative in 
Theorems 3.3 and 3.4. We find that there are other ways in which the behavior of 
a generic ¢ differs significantly from the behavior of almost every ¢. For example, 
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not only is a generic ¢ not injective, but it has the property that every point has 
infinite preimage. By contrast, we cannot say that almost every ¢ is injective (see 
Proposition 3.6), but we can say that almost every ¢ is injective on a co-finite set. 
In some sense, we may consider a generic ¢ as "strongly" not injective and almost 
every ¢ as "almost" injective. 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, above, were the inspiration for our work in 'Y/'. In 
light of this, Properties (3)-(5) of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 are of particular interest. 
By comparing Theorem 3.1 and Property (4) of Theorem 3.3, we see that a generic 
CY E 500 has infinitely many cycles of length k for all kEN, and a generic ¢ E 7Ll' 
has the property that r c/i has infinitely many cycles of length k for all kEN. 
Consider the second property of Theorem 3.1, namely, that a generic CY E 500 has 
no infinite cycle. This means that for any n E N, cyT(n) = n for some r E N; i.e., 
the set 
orb(CY, n) = {n, cy(n), cy2(n), cy3 (n), ... } 
is finite. By Property (3) of Theorem 3.3, a generic ¢ has the property that every 
component of r c/i contains a cycle. Thus, given any nEZ, the forward orbit of 
n under ¢ eventually terminates in a cycle; i.e., orb( ¢, n) is finite. Now compare 
the behavior of almost every CY E 500 with that of almost every ¢ E 'Y.l'. By the 
theorem of Dougherty and Mycielski, almost every CY has only finitely many finite 
cycles. By Properties (3) and (5) of Theorem 3.4, almost every ¢ has the property 
that only the finite components of r c/i contain cycles, and there are only finitely 
many finite components, so r c/i has only finitely many (finite) cycles. Dougherty 
and Mycieski also showed that almost every CY has infinitely many infinite cycles, 
so for infinitely many n EN, orb( CY, n) is infinite; the same is true of almost every 
¢ E 'Y/' by Properties (3) and (5) of Theorem 3.4. 
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THEOREM 3.3 (Structure of Generic Mapping in Z2:). A generic 1> E Z2: 
has the following properties. 
1. 1> is a swnjection. 
2. 1>-l(n) is infinite for all n E Z. 
3. Every component of r,p contains exactly one cycle. 
4. For all kEN, r,p has infinitely many components with cycles of length k. 
5. r,p has infinitely many infinite components and no finite component. 
THEOREM 3.4 (Structure of Almost Every Mapping in Z2:). Almost every 
1> E Z2: has the following properties. 
1. 1> is not a surjection and Z \ 1>(Z) is infinite. 
2. Pn,,p is finite for all n E Z. Morwver, there exists a finite set F,p ~ Z such 
that 1> is injective on Z \ F,p. 
3. A component of r,p contains a cycle if and only if it is a finite component. 
4. r,p has only finitely many cycles. 
5. r,p has infinitely many infinite components and only finitely many finite com-
ponents. 
The proofs of these theorems require a series of lemmas and corollaries, 
which comprise much of the remainder of the chapter. Lemmas 3.1-3.4 and Corol-
lary 3.1 will be used to prove Theorem 3.3. Proposition 3.4, below, will be used in 
several of the proofs that follow; the proof is straightforward and is not included 
here. 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Fix n, nl, n2 E Z and kEN. 
The following sets are open in ZZ. 
1. An = {¢ E ZZ : n E ¢(Z)} 
2. Bn,k = {q~ E ZZ: 1¢-I(¢(n))1 2: k} 
3. en = {¢ E ZZ : [n]¢ contains a cycle} 
4. Dn,k = {(p E ZZ : r ¢ contains n cycles of length k} 
LEMMA 3.1. The set of surjections in ZZ, given by 
S = {¢ E ZZ : ¢(Z) = Z}, 
is comeager in ZZ. 
Proof. Fix n E:: N and let An be defined as in Proposition 3.4. It is not difficult 
to see that An is dense in ZZ: For any basis element [CT], let T be any function 
in ZZ that agrees with CT on the domain of CT and satisfies T(m) = n for some 
m t/:- dom(CT). Then T E [CT] n An. Since An has nonempty intersection with every 
basis element, An is dense in ZZ. Now by Baire's Theorem, S = nnEZ An is a 
dense G8 in ZZ, and by Proposition 2.1, S is comeager in ZZ. 0 
The next lemma, when combined with Lemma 3.1, will be used to show 
that a generic ¢ has the property that ¢-l(n) is infinite for all n E Z. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let T be the set of functions ¢ in ZZ such that every element of 
¢(Z) has infinite preimage under ¢. The set T is com eager in ZZ. 
Proof. Fix n Ie: Z. Let Bn = n~=1 Bn,b where Bn,k is defined as in Proposition 
3.4. Observe that Bn is the set of all functions ¢ such that ¢( n) has infinite 
preimage. We will show that Bn is comeager in ZZ. Given any basis element [CT], 
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define a function T : Z ---+ Z as follows. Let T (x) = 0' (x) for all x E dom ( 0'). 
If n ~ dom(O'), choose some value for T(n), say T(n) = 1. After T(n) has been 
defined, let T(m) = T(n) for all m ~ dom(O'). Now T E Bn n [0']. Thus Bn is 
a dense Go in ZZ and is comeager in ZZ by Proposition 2.1. It follows that the 
countable intersection T = nnEZ Bn is comeager in ZZ as well. D 
COROLLARY 3.1. The set of functions ¢ in ZZ such that every integer has infinite 
preimage under ¢ is comeager in ZZ. 
Proof. Let 5, T be defined as in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. Then 5 nTis comeager in 
ZZ, and any ¢ E 5 n T has the property that ¢-l (n) is infinite for all n E Z. D 
LEMMA 3.3. The set of functions ¢ in ZZ such that every component of r <p 
contains exactly one cycle is comeager in ZZ. 
Proof. It was shown in Proposition 3.3 that, given any ¢ E ZZ, each component of 
r <p contains at most one cycle. Let On be defined as in Proposition 3.4. It is not 
difficult to show that On is dense in ZZ. It follows that nnEZ On is a dense Go in 
ZZ. D 
LEMMA 3.4. The set of functions ¢ in ZZ such that r <p contains infinitely many 
components with cycles of length k for all kEN is com eager in ZZ. 
Proof. Let Dn,k be defined as in Proposition 3.4 for some fixed k, n. We will show 
that Dn,k is dense in ZZ. Let [0'] be a basic element, with 
dom(O') U im(O') ~ {a, ±1, ... , ±(m - 1)} 
for some m E: N. (Here im( 0') denotes the set 0'( dom(O')), the image of dom( 0') 
under 0'.) Let T be any extension of 0' such that r T contains the n cycles 
{m, m + 1, ... , m + k - I}, 
{m + k, m + k + 1, ... , m + 2k - 1}, 
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{ m + (n - 1) k, m + (n - 1) k + 1, ... , m + nk - I}. 
Then T E [(ll (I Dn,k, and so Dn,k is dense in 7/.,z. Now Dk = n~=l Dn,k, the set 
of functions ¢ such that r <p contains infinitely many cycles of length k, is a dense 
Go in 7/.,z and is thus comeager in 7/.,z. Since each component contains exactly one 
cycle, the set of functions ¢ such that r <p contains infinitely many components 
with cycles of length k is comeager in 7/.,z. Finally, we intersect the sets Dk over 
all kEN to obtain the lemma. D 
Proof. (Proof of Theorem 3.3) Let Q be the intersection of the sets defined in 
Lemma 3.1, Corollary 3.1, Lemma 3.3, and Lemma 3.4. Then Q is comeager in 7/.,z. 
Let ¢ E Q. Clearly ¢ has properties (1) - (4) of Theorem 3.3; we need only show 
that ¢ has property (5). Observe that, since every n E 7/., has infinite preimage 
under ¢, it must be the case that every component of r <p is infinite. Also, since r <p 
has infinitely many cycles by property (4), and every component contains exactly 
one cycle by property (3), r <p has infinitely many components. So ¢ satisfies all of 
the properties of the theorem. D 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3. The next series of lemmas will 
be used to prove Theorem 3.4. In order to prove that a property holds for almost 
every ¢, we must prove that the subset of 7/.,z on which the property does not 
hold is Haar null. To do so, we must define a Borel probability measure on 7/.,z. 
Throughout the remainder of this section, we will use the test measure {L, defined 
as follows. For each n E 7/." let {Ln be the uniform probability measure on the set 
{I, 2, ... ,2Inl}. Let {L be the product measure on 7/.,z, so that for any basic open 
set [(ll, we have 
{L ([(I]) = II fJn (dn)) . 
nEdom(a) 
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Then p, is a measure on all Borel subsets of -zl' [27]. 
The following notation will be used in the proofs below. We let (Ji,j denote 
the function in Z<2: which satisfies dom((Ji,j) = {i} and (Ji,j(i) = j. Observe that 
P,([(Ji,j]) = 0 if j ~ {1, 2, ... , 21il} and p, ([(Ji,j]) = 2~il if j E {1, 2, ... , 2Iil}. 
LEMMA 3.5. The set S of surjections in Z2: is Haar null. 
Proof. For each pair k,n E Z, define Sk,n = {¢ E Z2:: ¢(k) = n}. Note that 
S = n U Sk,n. 
nE2: kE2: 
Let 'ljJ E Z2: be arbitrarily chosen. The claim is that p,(S + 'ljJ) = O. We will show 
that for all E > 0, there exists n E Z such that P,(UkE2: Sk,n + 'ljJ) < E. 
Let E > O. Let lEN be such that 21- 1 < E. Choose n E Z satisfying 
n + 'ljJ(0) > 1, 
n+'ljJ(1),n+'ljJ(-1) > 2, 
n + 'ljJ(2) , n + 'ljJ( -2) > 4, 
n + 'ljJ(I) , n + 'ljJ( -l) > 21. 
Observe that, if ¢ + 'ljJ E Si,n + 'ljJ where Iii::; l, then (¢ + 'ljJ)(i) = n + 'ljJ(i) > 21il, 
and so P,(Si,n -+- 'ljJ) = o. Now 
p, (U Sk,n + 'I))) = p, ( U Sk,n + 'ljJ) < L P,(Sk,n+'ljJ)::; f ;k = 21- 1 < E. 
kE2: Ikl2:l+1 Ikl2:I+1 k=l+l 
Since p, (UkEZ Sk,n + 'ljJ) is arbitrarily small depending on the choice of n, and 
S + 'ljJ ~ UkE:Z Sk,n + 'ljJ for all n, it follows that p,(S -+- 'ljJ) = 0 and S is Haar 
null. o 
LEMMA 3.6. The set 
A = {¢ E Z2:: 1¢-l(n)1 = w for some n E Z} 
is Haar null. 
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Proof. Fix n E Z. Let 
and for each kEN, let 
Ak,n = {4> E ZZ: 4>(k) = n or 4>(-k) = n}. 
Observe that An <;;;: U~l Ak,n for alll E N. Let'l/J E ZZ be arbitrarily chosen. Now 
for any k, we have 
(
00 ) 00 00 2 4 
f-L ~ Ak,n + 'l/J ::::; ~ f-L (Ak,n + 'l/J) ::::; ~ 2k = 21 ----t ° as l ----t 00. 
Since An + 'l/J <;;;: U~l Ak,n + 'l/J for alll, we have that f-L (An + 'l/J) = 0, and so An is 
Haar null. It follows that A = UnEZ An is Haar null as well. 
o 
LEMMA 3.7. The set 
.c = {4> E ZZ : r 4> contains infinitely many cycles} 
is Haar null. 
Proof. We say that a vertex n in a graph r 4> is a minimal vertex of a cycle 
{no, ... ,nk-l} if n E {no, ... ,nk-d and Inl ::::; Inil for all i = 0, ... ,k -1. For each 
n E N, let 
Ln = {4> (:: ZZ : r ¢ contains a cycle whose minimal vertex is n or - n}. 
Observe that f = n~=l U;:n Lj . 
Let 'l/J (:: ZZ be arbitrarily chosen. Fix mEN. Let 4> + 'l/J E Lm + 'l/J. 
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Then :::1m' E Z such that Im'l ~ m and either (¢ + 'lj;)(m') = m + 'lj;(m'), in 
which case ¢ + 'lj; E [CTml,m+'l/J(mll], or (¢ + 'lj;)(m') = -m + 'lj;(m'), in which case 
¢ + 'lj; E [CTml,-m+'l/J(mll]' It follows that Lm + 'lj; ~ U1kl2:m[CTk,m+'l/J(kl] U [CTk,-m+'l/J(kl]' 
So 
fL(Lm + 'lj;) :'S fl ( U [CTk,m+'l/J(kl] U [CTk,-m+'l/J(kl]) :'S L 2~kl = 2:' 
Ikl2:m Ikl2:m 
and for any n (::: N, we have 
( 
00 ) 00 00 8 16 
fL jld (Lj + 'lj;) :'S ~ fL(Lj + 'lj;) :'S ~ 2j = 2n -+ 0 as n -+ 00. 
Since .c + 'lj; ~ U~n(Lj + 'lj;) for all n, we have that fL(.c + 'lj;) = 0, and .c is Haar 
null. o 
LEMMA 3.8. Fix lEN. The set 
Cl = {¢ E ZZ : 1¢(n)1 :'S Inl + l for infinitely many n E Z} 
is H aar null. 
Proof. Observe that Cl ~ n~=l U 1il2:n (uji~+~(lil+l) [CTi,j]). To see that this is true, 
note that, for any fixed n, if ¢ E Cl , then there exists io E z, liol ~ n such 
that 1¢(io)1 :'S liol + l; i.e., ¢(io) E {-(Iiol + l), . .. ,0, ... , liol + l}. Then ¢ E 
Uji~l~tliol+l) [CTiO,]], and it follows that ¢ E U 1il2:n (Uji~+~(lil+/) [CTi,j]). This is true for 
any n, so Cl is in the intersection of all such unions. 
oJ, 7fZ N (U1il +1 [] oJ,) 2(lil+/)+1 Let If' E !LJ. ow fL j=-(Iil+l) CTi,j + If':'S 21il ,so 
( U ( ILiHJ-1 [ .. ] )) '" 2(lil + l) + 1 _ 3 + 2l + 2n 0 fL CTt,J + 'lj; :'S L..-t 21il - 2n- 2 -+ as n -+ 00. lil2:n j=-(Iil+ll lil2:n 
Since Cl + 'lj; is contained in this union for every n, we have IL(CI + 'lj;) = 0 and Cl 
is Haar null. o 
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We saw in Lemma 3.6 that almost every cp has the property that the preim-
age of every point is finite. In the next lemma, we will use Lemma 3.6 to prove 
that almost every cp has the property that Pn,r/J, the predecessor set of n under cp, 
is finite for all n E Z. Since cp-l(n) ~ Pn,r/J, Lemma 3.9 is a stronger result than 
Lemma 3.6. 
LEMMA 3.9. The set 
:F = {cp E ZZ : :In E Z :3 I Pn,r/J I = w} 
is Haar null. 
Proof. Let 
Fl = {cp E :F : I cp -1 (n ) I < w for all n} 
and 
F2 = {cp E:F: Icp-l(n)1 = w for some n}. 
Then :F = Fl U F2. The set F2 is Haar null, as it is a subset of the Haar null set 
A of Lemma 3.6, so we need only show that Fl is Haar null to prove the lemma. 
We will show that Fl ~ Cl , where Cl is the set defined in Lemma 3.8 with l = 1. 
Let cp E Fl and let n E Z be such that Pn,r/J is infinite. By Konig's Lemma 
(see [27]) there exists a sequence of distinct integers (mkhEN such that cpk(mk) = n 
and cp(mk+l) == mk. Define an increasing sequence (Nj ) ~ N and subsequence 
(mkj) ~ (mk) inductively as follows. Choose Nl so that Nl > Inl. Let kl = min{ k : 
Imkl ~ Nd· For j E {2, 3, ... }, choose N j > Imkj_11 and kj = min{ k : Imkl ~ N j }. 
Now Icp(mkj) I < Imkj I for all j E N, and so Fl ~ Cl . Thus Fl is Haar null. It 
follows that :F is Haar null. D 
As a corollary to Lemma 3.9, we obtain the following result. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. The set 
lC = {¢ E z'Z : r cp contains an infinite component which contains a cycle} 
is Haar null. 
Proof. Let ¢ E lC. Let {no, .. . ,nk-d be a cycle in r cp such that the component 
containing {no, ... , nk-d is infinite. Then it must be the case that for some 
ni E {no, ... , nk-I}, Pni,cp is infinite. Now lC ~ F, where F is defined as in Lemma 
3.9, and so lC is Haar null. o 
In the next lemma, we see that almost every ¢ E 7l..'Z is injective on a co-finite 
set. 
LEMMA 3.10. Let .1 be the set of all ¢ E 7l..'Z such that there are infinitely many 
pairs kl i- k2 E: 7l.. satisfying ¢(kd = ¢(k2)' Then .1 is Haar null. 
Proof. For any ¢ E .1, there are two possible cases which may occur. 
CASE 1. There exists a fixed k E 7l.. such that there are infinitely many 
k' E 7l.. \ {k} satisfying ¢( k) = ¢( k'). Observe that, if this occurs, then Pcp(k),cp, the 
predecessor set of ¢( k) under ¢, is an infinite set. Let J be the set all elements of 
.1 which satisfy Case 1. Then J is a subset of F, where F is defined as in Lemma 
3.9, and so J is Haar null. 
CASE 2. Given any pair kl i- k2 with ¢(kd = ¢(k2), there are at most 
finitely many k' satisfying ¢(k l ) = ¢(k2) = ¢(k'). Let T be the subset of .1 
consisting of all ¢ E .1 which satisfy Case 2. We will show that T is Haar null. 
For each mEN, let 
Then T ~ n:'=1 T m' Let 'ljJ E 7l..z be arbitrarily chosen. 
Fix kl' k2 E 7l.. where, without loss of generality, we may assume Ik21 2: Ikll· 
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Consider the f-L- measure of the set {¢ + 'l/J E 'J'l-' + 'l/J : ¢( kd = ¢( k2 )}. Observe that 
if 
then 
Then ¢+'l/J E: UnEsuPp(J.Lk)(Tn], where (Tn E Z<z satisfies dom((Tn) = {k 1,k2 }, 
(Tn(k1) = n, and (Tn(k2 ) = n -'l/J(k1 ) + 'l/J(k2 ). Now 
1 
21k21' 
Thus the f-L-measure of the set {¢ + 'l/J : ¢(kJ) = ¢(k2 )} is no more than 21t21' Now 
so 
Tm + 'l/J = U U {¢ + 'l/J: ¢(kl) = ¢(k2 )}, 
Ikll2:m Ik212:lkll 





- ---+ 0 as m ---+ 00. 2m 
Observe that T + 'l/J ~ T m + 'l/J for all m, so we have f-L(T + 'l/J) = 0 and T 
is Haar null. Finally, since .J = JUT, where J and Tare Haar null, we have the 
lemma. o 
When components in a graph r </! are viewed as analogous to cycles in a 
permutation (T E Sex)) the following lemma provides a Dougherty-Mycielski-like 
result for the space ZZ. 
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LEMMA 3.11. Let M be the set of all cjJ E 71./' such that either r¢ has infinitely 
many finite components, or r ¢ has only finitely many components. Then, M is 
Haar null. 
Proof Let £ be defined as in Lemma 3.7. Observe that, for any cjJ E '1/--, if a 
component of r ¢ is finite, it must contain a cycle. So the set of functions cjJ such 
that r ¢ contains infinitely many finite components is contained in £, a set which 
is Haar null by Lemma 3.7. 
Now fix mEN and let Sm = {cjJ E 'l.;ll : r ¢ contains exactly m components}. 
We will show that Sm is Haar null. Write Sm as the union 
where Cm +1 and J are defined as in Lemmas 3.8 and 3.10, respectively. Now 
Sm n (Cm +1 U J) is Haar null, as it is contained in the Haar null set Cm +1 U J. We 
claim that 8m rl (Cm+1 U JY is empty. To obtain a contradiction, suppose not. Let 
cjJ E 8m n (Cm+! U J)c. Choose N ENlarge enough so that 
• [cjJ(i) [ > lit + m + 1 for all lit ~ N, and 
Fix n ~ N and consider the vertices n, n + 1, ... ,n + m in r ¢. Since r ¢ has exactly 
m components, at least two of these vertices must lie in the same component; say, 
v E [ul¢ where u, v E {n, n+ 1, ... , n+m} and u < v. By the choice of N, [cjJ(u) [ > 
u + m + 1 > v, and ([cjJk(u)[) kEN is a strictly increasing sequence. So cjJk(u) =f: v 
for any k. Similarly, cjJk(V) =f: u for any k. Finally, since [cjJk-l(U)[, [cjJl-l(V)[ ~ N 
for all k, l ~ 1, we have cjJk(u) = cjJ(cjJk-l(U)) =f: cjJ(cjJl-l(V)) = cjJl(v). So V 1:- [ul¢, 
a contradiction. Thus 8m n (Cm +! U JY = 0, and the set 8m is Haar null. Now 
U:=l Sm, the set of functions cjJ such that r ¢ has only finitely many components, 
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is Haar null as well. Then M, the union of the set of all cjJ E 71/' such that r ¢ has 
infinitely many finite components with the set of all cjJ E 71/' such that r ¢ has only 
finitely many components, is Haar null. 0 
We are now ready to prove the second main theorem of the chapter, Theorem 
3.4. 
Proof. (Proof of Theorem 3.4) Let 
where the sets in the union are defined as in Lemmas 3.5, 3.7, 3.9, Corollary 3.2, 
and Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11. The set H is co-Haar null. Let cjJ E H. We claim that 
cjJ satisfies properties (1) - (5) of Theorem 3.4. We can easily see that properties 
(2) and (3) are satisfied by the definitions of the sets F, J, and K. Since cjJ ~ M, 
r ¢ has infinitely many components and at most finitely many of these components 
are finite, so property (5) is satisfied. Since a component of r ¢ contains a cycle if 
and only if it is finite, and there are at most finitely many finite components, we 
have that property (4) holds. It remains to show that property (1) holds. Clearly 
cjJ is not surjective, since cjJ ~ S. Now let [n]¢ be any infinite component of r ¢. 
Suppose that every vertex in [n]¢ has an edge entering it. Then it must be the case 
that Pn ,¢ is an infinite set, contradicting that cjJ ~ F. So every infinite component 
of r ¢ contains a vertex v such that no edge of r ¢ enters v; each such vertex v lies 
in Z \ cjJ(Z) , and so Z \ cjJ(Z) is an infinite set. Thus, property (1) is satisfied. 
o 
The final propositions of this chapter are included to show that the results of 
Theorem 3.4 are the strongest possible. We will show that certain subsets of ZZ are 
neither Haar null nor co-Haar null; i.e., these subsets are H-ambivalent. To show 
that a set is not Haar null, we will use Lemma 2.1. For the remainder of the chapter, 
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we will use K to denote an arbitrary compact subset of 'l/', and we will assume 
that K is contained in a set of the form IliEz K i, where Ki = {pi, p~, ... ,P~J and 
pj < P;+l Vi E :f::. 
Consider Property (1) of Theorem 3.4. We have that almost every ¢ has 
the property that ¢(7/.,) is infinite, but ¢(7l.,) -I- 7/., and ¢(7/.,) "misses" infinitely many 
points of 7/.,. Can we say that for almost every ¢, ¢(7/.,) is bounded above or below? 
Or is ¢(7/.,) unbounded in both directions? In the following proposition, we answer 
these questions in the negative as we show that the sets of functions with these 
properties are H-ambivalent. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let 
51 {¢ E 7/.,z : ¢(7/.,) is neither bounded above nor bounded below}, 
52 {¢ E 7/.,z : ¢(7/.,) is bounded below}, 
53 {¢ E 7/.,z : ¢(7/.,) is bounded above}. 
The sets 5 i are H-ambivalent. 
Proof. First we show that none of the sets is Haar null. Let K be a compact subset 
of 7/.,z. Choose a sequence {CdiEZ as follows. Let Co = 0, and choose the Ci so that 
pi + Ci > P~~~l + Ci-1 for all i E 7/.,. Let 'ljJ : 7/., --t 7/., be the function defined by 
'ljJ(i) = Ci for all i E 7/.,. Then K + 'ljJ ~ 51, and so 51 is not Haar null. 
Fix N 'E 7/., and let 52,N = {¢ E 7/.,z: ¢(7/.,) ~ {N,N + I, ... }}. Define a 
function'ljJ : 7/., --t 7/., as follows. For each iE7/." choose 'ljJ( i) satisfying p~ +'ljJ( i) 2:: N. 
Let I E K and i E 7/.,. Then h + 'ljJ)(i) 2:: pi + '!jJ(i) 2:: N. Thus 52,N is not Haar 
null, and so 52 = UNEZ 52,N is not Haar null. By a similar argument we are able 
to show that 8 3 is not Haar null. 
Now the complement of 51 contains the non-Haar null set 52, and so 51 is 
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not co-Haar null. By the same argument, 51 is contained in the complements of 
52 and 53, so neither 52 nor 53 is co-Haar null. 
o 
By the second property in Theorem 3.4, almost every ¢ is injective on the 
complement of a finite set. Is almost every ¢ actually injective on Z? We see in 
the next proposition that we cannot say that almost every </> is injective, as the set 
of injections in ZZ is H-ambivalent. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The set I = {</> E ZZ </>(n1) =I- </>(n2) for all nl =I- n2} zs 
H-ambivalent. 
Proof. To see that I is not co-Haar null, observe that IC is not Haar null because 
it does not have empty interior. (For example, let J E Z<z with dom(J) = {I, 2} 
and J(l) = J(2) = O. Then [J] is an open set contained in the complement of T) 
Now we show that I is not Haar null. Let K be a compact subset of ZZ. Let 
{CdiEZ be the sequence defined in the proof of Proposition 3.5, and let 'lj;( i) = Ci 
for all i E Z. Then K + 'lj; ~ I, and so I is not Haar null. 0 
Finally, by Property (4) of Theorem 3.4, almost every </> has the property 
that r ¢ has only finitely many cycles. Does almost every </> have the property that 
r ¢ has at least one cycle? We see in the next proposition that we can draw no 
conclusion as to whether or not almost every r ¢ has a cycle. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. The set N = {</> E ZZ : r ¢ contains no cycle} is H-ambivalent. 
Proof. To see that N is not co-Haar null, we simply show that Nc contains an 
open set. For example, if we define J E Z<z such that dom(J) = {1,2}, J(l) = 
2, J(2) = 1, then we have [J] E NC, and N is not co-Haar null. 
N ow let K be a com pact subset of ZZ. Choose a sequence {Ci} iEZ as follows. 
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For all i E Z, choose Ci large enough so that Ii I < pi + Ci' Let 'ljJ (i) = Ci for all 
i E Z. The claim is that K + 'ljJ ~ N. Let r E K. Then for any i E Z, we have 




COMEAGER SUBSETS OF C(lRn) , n ~ 1 
In this chapter we will study properties of a generic f E C(JR) and a generic 
f E C(JRn), n 2: 1. Many of the results of this chapter concern the behavior of 
a generic f E C (JR). These results are given in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 in Section 
4.1, below. In Section 4.2, we will state and prove Theorem 4.3. This theorem 
concerns the behavior of a generic f E C(JRn). We will see that several of the 
properties which hold for a generic f E C (JR) hold in the more general setting of 
C(JRn), n 2: 1. In fact, most of Theorem 4.1 is implied by Theorem 4.3. However, 
the proof techniques used in the proof of Theorem 4.3 are different than those 
used in the proof of Theorem 4.1, and so we present the theorems separately in 
this paper. 
4.1 Comeager Subsets of C(JR) 
Before we state and prove the two main theorems of this section, we provide 
the necessary background information pertaining to the notation that will be used. 
The definitions and notation are standard; see [7], for example. C(JR) is a nonlocally 
compact abelian Polish group with the group operation of pointwise addition, 
endowed with the compact-open topology, as discussed in Chapter 2. Let f E C(JR). 
For any x E JR, we define fO(x) = x, and for all n E N, fn+l(x) = f(r(x)). We 
denote by orbU, x) the set 
00 
{x, f(x), f2(X), ... } = U fn(x). 
n=O 
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The w-limit set of x under f is denoted by w (f, x), and is the set of all subsequential 
limits of orb(f, x), when orb(f, x) is viewed as a sequence. We say that x is a 
periodic point of f if fn (x) = x for some n EN; the point x has period n if 
r(x) = x and fm(x) # x for all m < n. A point x is said to be eventually periodic 
ifthere exists l 2: 0 such that fl(X) is a periodic point. In the case that l = 0, then 
x is both periodic and eventually periodic. Observe that if lorb(f, x) I < 00, then x 
is either periodic or eventually periodic. Let Pn(f), P(f) denote the set of periodic 
points of period n under f and the set of periodic points of f, respectively; i.e., 
Pn(f) {x E JR : fn(x) = x and fm(x) # x for all m < n}, 
P(f) {x E JR : r(x) = x for some n EN}. 
Observe that P(f) = U~=1 Pn(f). We denote by f-l(X) the preimage of x under f, 
and this set is defined as f- 1 (x) = {t E lR : f (t) = x}, as in the previous chapter. 
In Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we give the main results of the section. The first of 
these theorems is of particular interest in light of the results of the previous chapter; 
we see that there are several similarities between the properties of a generic 1; E ZZ 
and a generic f E C(JR). Both are surjective, for example. We saw in Chapter 3 
that a generic 1; E ZZ has the property that the preimage of every point is infinite 
(hence, unbounded), and here we see that a generic f E C(JR) has the property 
that the preimage of every point is unbounded and uncountable. Recall that a 
generic 1; E ZIl: has the property that every component of r ¢ contains a cycle, and 
there are infinitely many cycles of length n for all n EN. Every cycle of a graph 
r ¢ corresponds to a periodic point of the function 1;, so for all n, the set of periodic 
points of period n is infinite, hence unbounded, for a generic 1; E ZZ. The same 
is true of a generic f E C(JR). Finally, note that for a generic 1; E ZZ, given any 
nEZ, the forward orbit of n under cjJ eventually ends in a cycle, so orb( 1;, n) is 
finite. Here, we have that for a generic f E C (JR), given any x E JR, orb(f, x) is 
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bounded. 
In Theorem 4.2, we further investigate the properties of the orbits and w-
limit sets of a generic f. From Theorem 4.1, we have that orb(f, x) is bounded for 
every x, but is it also finite? If not, is its associated w-limit set finite? We will 
show that for a generic f E C(JR), orb(f,x) is finite for all x in a c-dense meager 
subset of R (A set D ~ JR. is c-dense in JR. if for any open U ~ JR., the set un D 
has the cardinality of the continuum.) Although the set of points with finite orbit, 
known as the eventually periodic points, is c-dense in JR. for a generic f, we will 
show in Corollary 4.4 and Proposition 4.4 that P(f), the set of periodic points, is 
uncountable but not dense in JR. for a generic f. We will also show that orb(f, x) 
is infinite and cu(f, x) is finite for all x in a c-dense meager subset of JR, and that 
w(f, x) is a perfect nowhere dense set for all x in a comeager subset of R Finally, 
we will show that w(f, x) is a non-perfect infinite set for all x in an unbounded 
subset of R 
THEOREM 4 .. 1 (Properties of a Generic Mapping in C(JR.)). A generic f E 
C(JR.) has the following properties. 
1. f is a surjection. 
2. f-l(x) is unbounded and uncountable for all x E R 
3. Pn (f) is unbounded, dense in itself, and not dense in JR. for all n EN. 
4. orb(f, x) is bounded for all x E R 
THEOREM 4.2 (Classification of Orbital Structures and w-Limit Sets of 
a Generic f I;:: C(JR.)). A generic f E C(JR.) has the following properties. 
1. The set of x E JR. such that w(f, x) is perfect and nowhere dense is comeager 
in R 
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2. The set of x E JR such that orb(j, x) is finite is c-dense and meager in R 
3. The set of x E JR such that orb(j, x) is infinite and w(j, x) is finite is c-dense 
and meager in R 
4· The set of x E JR such that w(j, x) is infinite and not perfect is unbounded 
and meager in R 
For the remainder of this section, we will state and prove a series of propo-
sitions, lemmas, and torollaries which will be used to prove Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. 
We include some helpful observations before we begin. We will use Proposition 2.2 
often in the proofs below. To use this proposition, given an arbitrary f E C(JR) 
and E > 0, we must construct a function 9 satisfying p(j, g) < E. Observe that 
if N E N is chosen so that it < E, and 9 is a function in C(JR) which satisfies 
II f - 9 11[-N,Nj< E, then we have p(j, g) < E, regardless of how 9 is defined outside 
the interval [-N, N]. 
We will say that an interval I is a rational open interval if I = (p, q) for 
some p, q E Q. The set of all rational open intervals forms a countable basis for R 
A rational closed interval is defined analogously. 
The first lemma will be used to prove Property 1 of Theorem 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let S be the set of all surjections in C(lR). Then, S is comeager in 
C(lR) . 
Proof Let I == (p, q) be a rational open interval, and let 
Sf = {f E C(JR) : I ~ f(lR)}. 
We will show that Sf contains a dense open subset of C(lR). Let f E C(lR) and 
E > O. Choose N E N so that it < E. Let g(x) = f(x) for all x E [-N, N]. 
Let g(N + 1) = p - 1 and g(N + 2) = q + 1. Extend 9 continuously to all of 
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R Now we have 9 E BE(f). Choose 0 < 'Tl < N~2' Let h E B1)(g). Then 
h(N + 1) < p and h(N + 2) > q, and since h([N + 1, N + 2]) is an interval, we have 
(p, q) ~ h([N + 1, N + 2]). Thus B1)(g) ~ Sf, It follows from Baire's Theorem and 
Proposition 2.1 that the set of surjections S = nf Sf, the intersection being taken 
over all rational open intervals, is comeager in C(JR). o 
The next set of lemmas will be used to prove Property 2 of Theorem 4.1. 
We will prove that f-l(X) is unbounded for all x E JR for a generic f using a 
straightforward argument in Lemma 4.2. To prove that f-l(X) is uncountable for 
all x, we will use a result of Bruckner and Garg. 
LEMMA 4.2. There is a com eager subset U of C(JR) with the property that for all 
fEU, f-l(X) is unbounded for all x E R 
Proof. For each M, KEN, let 
UM,K = {f E C(JR) : f-l(X) % [-M, M] \:Ix E [-K, K]}. 
We will show that U M,K contains a dense open subset of C (JR). Let f E C (JR) and 
E > 0 be arbitrary. Choose LEN so that L - 1 > M and L~1 < E. Define a 
function 9 E C(JR) as follows. Let g(x) = f(x) for all x E (-00, L - 1]. For all 
x E [L, L + 1], let g(x) = -2(K + l)x + (1 + 2L)(K + 1); i.e., on [L, L + 1], 9 is 
the line segment connecting the points (L, K + 1) and (L + 1, - K - 1). Finally, 
extend 9 so that it is a continuous function defined on R Note that 9 E BE(f). 
Choose 0 < ~I < L~ l' We claim that B1) (g) ~ U M,K· Let h E B1) (g). Since 
II h - 9 11[-L-1,L+l]< ~, we have h(L) > K + ~ and h(L + 1) < -K -~. Then, 
because h([L, L + 1]) is an interval, we have [-K, K] ~ h([L, L + 1]). So, for all 
x E [-K, K], there exists Px E [L, L + 1] such that h(px) = x and Px t/: [-M, M]. 
Then B1)(g) ~. UM,K, and UM,K contains a dense open subset of C(JR.). Now the 
set UK = nM EN U M,K, the set of all functions f such that f- 1 (x) is unbounded 
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for all x E [-K, K], is comeager in C(JR). Finally, by setting U = nKEN UK, we 
obtain a comeager subset U of C(JR) with the property that if fEU, then f-l(X) 
is unbounded for all x E R o 
For f E C(JR) and C E JR, we define the level of f at c to be the set {x E JR : 
f(x) = c}. (Observe that f-l(c) is the level of f at c.) Bruckner and Garg in [11] 
proved that a generic f E C([O, 1], JR) has the property that (i) the top and bottom 
levels of f are singletons, (ii) there are at most countably many levels of f which 
are the union of a nonempty perfect set and a singleton, and (iii) all other levels 
of f are perfect. We will say that, given a function f E C(JR) and a closed interval 
I, if the level sets of flI have properties (i) - (iii), then f has the Bruckner-Garg 
property on I. We will use the result of Bruckner and Garg, together with Lemma 
4.1, to prove that a generic f E C(JR) has the property that the preimage of every 
point is uncountable. 
LEMMA 4.3. There is a com eager subset W of C(JR) with the property that for all 
fEW, f-l(X) is uncountable for all x E R 
Proof. For each N E N, let W N be the subset of C(JR) consisting of all f which 
have the Bruclkner-Garg property on [-N, N], and let S be the set of surjections 
in C(JR). Let VV = S n (nNEN W N)' Observe that each W N is comeager in C(JR) by 
the result of Bruckner and Garg, and S is comeager in C(JR) by Lemma 4.1, so the 
set W is comeager in C (JR). Let fEW and x E R Since f E S, we may choose 
N large enough so that the level of f at x is neither the top nor bottom level of 
fl[-N,Nj, and f-l(X) n [-N, N] -I- 0. Then since f E W N , the level of f at x is 
uncountable. 0 
Next we will show that a generic f E C(JR) has the property that the set of 
periodic points of period n is unbounded for all n EN. 
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LEMMA 4.4. There is a comeager subset V of C(JR.) with the property that, for all 
f E V, the set Pn (j) is unbounded for all n EN. 
Proof. Fix M, n E N. Let 
VM,n = {f E C(JR.) : :3x > M ::7 x E Pn(j)}. 
Let f E C(JR.) and E > 0 be arbitrarily chosen. Choose N E N so that N~l < E 
and N - 1 > M. Let IN, IN+1, .. . , IN+n- 1 be disjoint closed intervals of length 
~ centered at the points N, N + 1, ... , N + n - 1, respectively. Let g(x) = f(x) 
for all x E [- (N - 1), N - 1], 9 (x) = N + 1 for all x E IN, 9 (x) = N + 2 for all 
x E IN+1 , ... ,g(x) = N +n-1 for all x E IN+n- 2 , and g(x) = N for all x E IN+n- 1. 
Then complete the construction of 9 so that it is continuous and defined on R 
Now 9 E BE(J'). Choose 0 < 17 < minH, N~n}' Let h E Bry(g). Then for any 
x E IN, we have hn(x) E IN. Since hn : IN ---7 IN, there exists a point y E IN such 
that hn(y) = 11. Since the intervals Ii are disjoint and orb(h, y) n Ii -=I- 0 for all i, 
the point y cannot have period less than n. So y > M is a point of period n for 
the function h, and Bry(g) ~ VM,n' Let V be the intersection of the sets VM,n over 
all M, n E N; 1( is comeager in C(JR.) and thus we obtain the lemma. o 
Next we show that a generic f has the property that the orbit of every point 
is bounded. 
LEMMA 4.5. There is a comeager subset B of C(JR.) with the property that for all 
fEB, orb(j,:'];) is bounded for all x E JR.. 
Proof. For each KEN, let 
BK = {f E C(JR.) : orb(j, x) is bounded \/x E [-K, K]}. 
We will show that BK contains a dense open subset of C(JR.). Let f E C(JR.) and 
E> O. Choose MEN such that M > K and it < E. Let 9 be defined as 
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f(M), x> M, 
g(x) = f(x), x E [-M, M], 
f(-M), x < M. 
Observe that g E BE(f). Now choose LEN large enough so that L > M and 
g(JR) ~ [-(L - 1), L - 1]. Choose 0 < T/ < minH, 1)' Let h E B1)(g) and 
x E [-K, K]. Since Ih(x) - g(x)1 < T/ for all x E [-L, L] and K < L, we have 
that h(x) E [--(L - %), L - n Suppose orb(h, x) is unbounded, and let n be 
the smallest number such that hn(x) tt [-L, L]. Then hn- 1(x) E [-L, L] implies 
Ih(hn- 1(x)) - g(hn- 1(x))1 < T/ implies hn(x) E [-(L - %), L - %J, a contradiction. 
Thus B1)(g) ~ BK, and BK contains a dense open subset of C(JR). It follows that 
B = nKEN BK is a comeager subset of C(JR). o 
Before we proceed, we give an example of a dense subset D of C(JR) such 
that for all f E: D, there exists x such that orb(f, x) is unbounded. This example 
demonstrates that the although the set B of Lemma 4.5 is comeager in C(JR), it 
has empty interior. In a sense, this proves that the result of Lemma 4.5 is the 
strongest possible result concerning the size of B, topologically speaking. 
EXAMPLE 1. There exists a dense set D ~ C (JR) such that \;j fED, there exists 
x E JR such that orb(f, x) is unbounded. 
Proof. Let D= {fdkEN be a countable dense subset of C(JR) and let (EI)IEN be a 
decreasing sequence of positive numbers which converge to O. For each pair fb Ell 
let gk,l be any function in C (JR) satisfying gk,l E BEJfk) and gk,l (x) = x + 1 for all 
x outside an appropriately large interval. Then D = Uk,lEN gk,l is a dense subset 
of C(JR) with the desired property. 0 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 is almost complete; it remains to prove that a 
generic f E C(JR) has the property that Pn(f) is dense in itself and not dense in JR 
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for all n. We will need to prove some other results first. 
The next proposition will be valuable in that it will allow us to simplify the 
argument in many of the proofs that follow. This proposition says that, for any 
f E C(JR.) , E > 0, and a E JR., there exists 1* E BE(f) such that orb(f*, a) is finite. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For every a E JR., there exists a dense set Fa ~ C(JR.) such 
that lorb(f,a)1 < 00 for all f E Fa· 
Proof. Fix a E: JR. and let F = {f E C(JR.) : lorb(f, a) 1 < oo}. Let f E C(JR.) and 
E > O. We will show that F n BE(f) =I- 0. If f E F, we are done. Assume that 
f ~ F. 
CASE I. orb(f, a) is bounded. 
Choose N E N so that the sequence (fk(a))~o ~ [-N, N]. By the Bolzano-
Weierstrass Property, there exists a convergent subsequence; call the limit of this 
subsequence p. Let 
kl = min{j : fj(a) E BE(p)}, and 
k2 = min{j : fj (a) E BE(P) and j > k1}. 
Choose 5 > 0 so that 
E 
1:17 - yl < 5 :::} If(x) - f(y)1 < 2" for all x, y E [-N, NJ, and 
a, f(a), ... , fk2-2(a) ~ B8(fk2-1(a)). 
Define a function 9 as follows. Let g(x) = f(x) for all x ~ B8(fk2-1(a)). Let 
g(fk2-1(a)) =: fk1(a). Define 9 on the remainder of the interval (fk2-1(a) -
~,fk2-1(a) + ~D so that 9 is continuous and P(f' g) < E. Then 9 E F n BE(f)' 
CASE 2. orb(f' a) is unbounded. 
By Lemma 4.5, the set of functions in C(JR.) which have bounded orbit at every 
point is dense in C(JR.). Thus, we may choose 1* E B~ (f) such that orb(f*, a) is 
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bounded. By Case 1, we may construct 9 E B~(f*) so that orb(g, a) is finite. Then 
9 E FnBE(f). 0 
The next proposition will be used in several of the proofs below; the proof 
is not included here. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let f E C(JR) and n, N E N. Then for each E > 0, there 
exists 0 > ° such that if 9 E C(JR) and p(f, g) < 0, then II r - gk 11[-N,Nj< E for 
each k = 1,2, ... ,no 
We now introduce some notation that will be used for the remainder of the 
chapter. Let f E C(JR) and a E JR be such that orb(f, a) is finite. Then we will 
write the orbit of a under f as 
where a = ao, f(ai) = ai+l for ° ::; i ::; n - 1, and an = ak. 
The techniques used in the proof of the next proposition, Proposition 4.3, 
are inspired by the techniques used in [2] to prove that a generic f E C([O, 1]) has 
the property that the set of points with finite orbit under f is dense in I. In the 
current setting, we prove a stronger statement. We obtain as corollaries that a 
generic f E C (JR) has the properties that (i) the set of points with finite orbit is 
c-dense in JR, (ii) the set {x E JR: lorb(f,x)l::; n} is perfect \:In, (iii) the set Pn(f) 
is dense in itself \:In, and (iv) {x E JR : r (x) = x} is perfect \:In. (It was proven in 
[2] that the set {x E [0,1] : fn(x) = x} is perfect for a generic f E C([O, 1]), and 
in [40] that Pn(f) is dense in itself for a generic f E C([O, 1]); however, the proof 
techniques differ from the ones here.) Proposition 4.3 will also be useful as a tool 
to simplify some of the proofs that follow. Roughly speaking, Proposition 4.3 says 
that, given any function f with finite orbit at a point a, then arbitrarily close to f 
we can find an open ball in C (JR) such that for any h in the open ball, there exist 
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at least two distinct points with orbital structure identical to that of a under f, 
and these points may be chosen as close to a as we like. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let f E C(JR) be a function with the property that for some 
a E JR., 
Let te, 6 > O. Then, there exist 9 E BE(J) and T7 > 0 such that for all h E B,.,(g), 
there exist distinct points ah , bh E (a, a + 6) {or, (a - 6, a)) such that 
and 
Proof. Let f E C(JR) and a E JR be such that orb(J, a) is finite, and let te,6 > O. 
First assume that f is constant on no interval. Let I be a closed interval containing 
a such that 
• I ~ (a - 6, a + 6), 
• I, f(1), ... , fn-l(1) are pairwise disjoint intervals, 
• If(x) - f(y)1 < ~ for all x,y E fn-l(1). 
Let J, K be disjoint subintervals of (a, a + 6). Let g(x) = f(x) for all x ~ fn-l(1). 
On the interval f n - 1(1), define 9 to be a slight perturbation of f with the property 
that 
By Lemma 4.2, we may choose T7 > 0 so that, for all h E B7)(g), the sets hi(1) 
where i = 0, ... , n - 1, are pairwise disjoint intervals, hk(J) ~ Int(hn(J)) and 
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hk(K) ~ Int(hn(K)). Choose such an 71 and let h E BT/(g). Since hn- k : hk(J) --1 
hk(J), there is a point x E hk(J) which is fixed under the mapping hn- k. Since 
hk(J), .. . , hn-1(J) are pairwise disjoint, this point x must be periodic under h, 
with period n - k. Moreover, since x E h k ( J), there exists a h E J such that 
where ah = ah ah = x h(ah ) = ah for 0 < i < n - 1 and ah = ah By the same o 'k , t t+1 - - , n k· 
argument, there is a point i; E hk(K) and bh E K such that hk(bh ) = i; and 
Now JnK = Q), so ah -=1= bh , and since J,K ~ (a,a+5), we have ah,bh E (a,a+5). 
Observe that by requiring that J, K be disjoint subintervals of (a - 5, a) rather 
than (a, a + 5), we can produce distinct points ah , bh E (a - 5, a) with the desired 
properties. 
Now suppose that f is constant on some interval. Then let 1* be a function 
that is constant on no interval, p(f*, 1) < ~, and orb(f, a) = orb(f*, a). Proceed 
as above to construct an appropriate 9 and 71 so that 9 E B ~ (f*). Then we have 
3 
9 E Bt(f) and 71 > 0 satisfying the proposition. o 
COROLLARY 4.1. Generic f E C(JR) has the property that 
{x E JR: lorb(f,x)1 ~ n} 
is perfect for all n EN. 
Proof. Fix n E= N. Fix a closed rational interval I and let CI,n be the set of all 
f E C (JR) such that 
I{x E JR: lorb(f,x)1 ~ n} nIl -=1= 1. 
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We will show that CI,n contains a dense open subset of C(JR). Let j E C(JR) and 
E > O. There are three cases to consider. 
CASE 1. I{x E JR: lorb(f,x)1 ::; n} n II = 0 
Let 9 == f. Choose N E N so that I, g(I), . .. ,gn(I) ~ (-N, N). Let a > 0 be such 
that Ba(gi(I)) ~ (-N, N) for 0 ::; i ::; n, and a < min O~T<s~n{lgT(x) - gS(x)1 : 
x E I}. By Lemma 4.2, we may choose T7 > 0 so that p(h, g) < T7 implies that 
II hk - gk II[-N,N]< % for 1 ::; k ::; n. Choose such an T7; then for any h E BTJ(g), 
the points x, h(x), ... , hn(x) are distinct for all x E I. Thus 9 E Bt(f) and 
BTJ(g) ~ CI,n-
CASE 2. I{ x E JR : lorb(f, x)1 ::; n} n Int(I) I 2:: 1 
Let a E I be such that lorb(f, a) I ::; n. Let 0 > 0 be chosen so that (a - 0, a+o) ~ I. 
By Proposition 4.3, we may construct 9 E Bt(f) and T7 > 0 so that for all h E BTJ(g), 
there exist distinct points ah, bh E (a-o, a+o) such that lorb(h, ah)1 = lorb(h, bh)1 = 
lorb(f,a)l::; n .. Thus for all h E BTJ(g), I{x E JR: lorb(h,x)l::; n} nIl 2:: 2, and so 
BTJ(g) ~ CI,n' 
CASE 3 I{x E JR: lorb(f,x)l::; n} n 8112:: 1 
By Proposition 4.3, we may choose 1* E B f (f) so that I orb(f* , a *) I ::; n for some 
a* E Int(I). By Case 2, construct 9 E B f (f*) and T7 > 0 so that BTJ(g) ~ CI,n' 
Then 9 E BE(f). 
We have proven that CI,n contains an open dense subset of C(JR). Let 
Cn = nI C I,n, where the intersection is taken over all closed rational intervals. The 
set Cn is comeager in C(JR), and if j E Cn, then the set {x E JR: lorb(f,x)l::; n} 
has no isolated points. Moreover, by the continuity of j, the set is closed in JR; 
thus it is perfect. Finally, let C = nnEN Cn. C is comeager in C(JR) and has the 
desired properties. D 
From the following corollary, Corollary 4.2, we obtain that Property (2) of 
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Theorem 4.2 holds for a generic f E C(JR). 
COROLLARY 4.2. Generic f E C(JR) has the property that 
{x E JR : lorb(j, x) I < oo} 
is c-dense in lR. 
Proof. First we will show that there is a com eager subset A of C(JR) with the 
property that, for all f E A, the set of points with finite orbit under f is dense in 
R Fix a rational open interval I and let 
AI = {f E C(JR) : lorb(j, x) I < 00 for some x E I}. 
Let f E C(JR) and f > O. Fix a E I. By Proposition 4.1, there exists 1* E Bd!) 
3 
with the property that I orb(j* , a) I < 00. Choose 0 > 0 so that (a - 0, a + 0) ~ I. 
By Proposition 4.3, there exist 9 E B~(j*) and TJ > 0 such that, for all h E BT/(g), 
there exists ah E (a - 0, a + 0) satisfying [orb(h, ah )[ = [orb(j*, a)[ < 00. Thus 
9 E BE(j) and BT/(g) ~ AI' Now let A = nI AI, where the intersection is taken 
over all rational open intervals. The set A is comeager in C (JR) and has the desired 
property. 
Observe that the set A n G, where G is defined as in Corollary 4.1, is 
comeager in C(JR). Let f E An G. Let I be an arbitrary open interval in R Then, 
since f E A, there exists a E I such that lorb(j, a)1 = n for some n. Since f E G, 
there are uncountably many x E I such that [orb(j, x) I :s; n. It follows that the 
set of points with finite orbit is c-dense in JR for all f E An G. D 
The proof of Corollary 4.3 below is brief, as the techniques used are very 
similar to those used in the proof of Corollary 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Generic f E C(JR) has the property that Pn(j) is dense in itself 
for all n E N. 
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Proof. Fix n E:: N and a closed rational interval I. Let G I,n be the set of all 
f E C(JR) such that IPn(f) nIl i 1. Let f E C(JR) and E > 0 be arbitrarily chosen. 
CASE 1. IPn(f) nIl = 0 
Proceed exactly as in Case 1 in the proof of Corollary 4.1 with the choice of g, N, 0:, 
and 71, the only modification being that "0: < min O::;T<s::;n{lgT(x) - gS(x)1 : x E I}" 
should be replaced with "0: < min{lx - gn(x)1 : x E I}." Then for h E B1)(g) and 
x E I, if hn(x) = x, we have Ix - gn(x)1 :s; Ix - hn(x)1 + Ihn(x) - gn(x)1 < %, 
contradicting the choice of 0:. Thus 9 E BE(f) and B1)(g) ~ G I,n-
CASE 2. [Pn(f) nIl 2: 1 
Let a E Pn(f) n I. Without loss of generality, we may assume by Proposition 4.3 
that a E Int(I) (see Case 3 in the proof of Corollary 4.1). Choose 6 > 0 so that 
(a - 6, a + 6) ~ I, and use Proposition 4.3 to construct 9 E Bf(f) and 71 > 0 
as in Case 2 in the proof of Corollary 4.1. Then for any h E B1) (g), we have 
[Pn(h) nIl 2: 2. 
Now as in the proof of Corollary 4.1, the set G = nnEN nI G I,n is comeager 
in C(JR) and has the desired properties. 
o 
COROLLARY 4.4. Generic f E C(JR) has the property that 
{x E JR: r(x) = x} 
is perfect for all n EN. 
Proof. Note that if for some f and n, the set {x E JR : r (x) = x} has an isolated 
point, then Pk(f) has an isolated point for some k :s; n. Thus it follows from 
Corollary 4.3 that for a generic f, {x E JR : r (x) = x} has no isolated points for 
any n. Moreover, this set is closed in JR by the continuity of f n , so it is perfect. 0 
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In order to prove that a generic f has the property that the set of points 
with finite orbit, 
00 
{1: E JR: lorb(J,x)1 < oo} = U{x E JR: lorb(J,x)1 ~ n}, 
n=l 
is c-dense in JR, we used the facts that the set on the left hand side of the equation 
is dense in JR, and each set in the union on the right hand side of the equation has 
no isolated points. We cannot obtain a similar result for the set of periodic points, 
given by 
00 
P(J) = U Pn(J), 
n=l 
because although each set in the union on the right hand side of the equation has 
no isolated points, the set on the left hand side is not dense in R We prove in 
the proposition below that a generic function f has the property that P(J) is not 
dense in R (Observe that we actually prove a stronger result: that the set of all 
f with the property that P(J) is not dense in JR contains an open dense subset of 
C(JR). ) 
PROPOSITION 4.4. A generic f E C(JR) has the property that P(J) i= R 
Proof. Let U := {f E C(JR) : P(J) i= JR}. Let f E C(JR) and E > 0 be arbitrarily 
chosen. Let N E N be such that iJ < E. Choose MEN so that M > Nand 
f ([ - N, Nl) <:;;; (-M, M). Define a function 9 as follows. Let 
f( -N), x E (-00, -N), 
f(x), x E [-N, N], 
g(x) = f(N), x E (N, M), 
- f(N)x + f(N)(M + 1), x E [M, M + 1], 
0, x E (M + 1,00). 
Clearly 9 E Bc(J)· Choose 0 < rt < M~2 so that 
B7](J([-N, Nl)) = B7](g([-M, Ml)) <:;;; (-M, M). 
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The claim is that B7](g) <::;;; U. Observe that if h E B7](g) and y E [-M, MJ, then 
h(y) E B7](g([--M, M])) <::;;; (-M, M). Let 1= [M + I, M + 2]. Let hE B7](g) and 
x E I. Then h(x) E (-M, M). It follows that hk(x) E (-M, M) for all k, and so 
x ~ P(h). Thus P(h) n 1= 0, and h E U. The result follows. 0 
Observe that it follows immediately from Proposition <1.4 that a generic 
f has the property that Pn(j) is not dense in JR for any n. This is so because 
Pn (j) <::;;; P(j). We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.1. 
Proof. (Proof of Theorem 4.1) Let f be an element of the intersection of the sets 
comeager subsets of C(JR) defined in Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, Corollary 
4.3, and Proposition 4.4. Then the intersection is comeager in C(JR) as well, and 
clearly any element f of the intersection of these sets has properties (1) - (4) of 
the theorem. o 
We now turn our attention to the proof of Theorem 4.2. The proof of 
Theorem 4.2 is longer and more technical than the proof of Theorem 4.1. The 
main results which will be needed to prove Theorem 4.2 are Lemmas 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 
and 4.9 and Corollary 4.2. 
In Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7, we will prove that a generic f E C(JR) has the 
property that 0)(j, x) is nowhere dense and perfect for a generic x ERIn the space 
C([O, 1]), Agronsky, Bruckner, Ceder, and Pearson proved in [1] that a closed subset 
C of [0, 1] is an w-limit set of some function f E C([O, 1]) if and only if C is either 
nowhere dense, or C is the union of finitely many nondegenerate closed intervals. 
Agronsky, Bruckner, and Lasczkovich proved in [2] that a generic f E C([O, 1]) has 
the property that w(j, x) is a nowhere dense perfect set for all x in a comeager 
subset of [0,1], Lehning used the Tietze Extension Theorem and the Kuratowski-
Ulam Theorem (see [26] and [37], respectively) to offer a simpler proof of the latter 
result in a more general setting [30]. He proved that a generic f E C(X), where 
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X is a compact N-dimensional manifold, has the property that w(j, x) is nowhere 
dense and perfect for a generic x E X. We must be cautious in assuming that 
results such as those of Agronsky, Bruckner, Lasczkovich, and Lehning hold for 
the space C(JR.), as we are not working with self-maps of a compact space in this 
setting. There are several assumptions that one has for a function f E C ([0, 1]) 
that are certainly not true of f E C(JR.). For example, every w-limit set for a 
function f E C([O, 1]) is nonempty; however, we can construct a function f E C(JR.) 
such that no w-limit set is nonempty. As another example, every f E C([O, 1]) has 
a fixed point in [0,1]' but this is not true of every f E C(JR.). 
Nevertheless, we have found that a generic f E C(JR.) has the property that 
w(j, x) is nowhere dense and perfect for a generic x E R We state and prove these 
facts in the lemmas below. We will use techniques similar to those of Lehning, 
although our proofs are made simpler through the use of Propositions 4.1 and 4.3. 
The proofs of Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 require the Kuratowski-Ulam Theorem (see 
[37]). 
THEOREM (Kuratowski-Ulam). Let X, Y be topological spaces such that Y has a 
countable basis. If E ~ X x Y is comeager in X x Y, then the set 
Ex = {y E Y : (x, y) E E} 
is comeager in Y for a generic x EX. 
In Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7, let d: C(JR.) x JR. -+ [0,00) be defined by 
d((j, a), (g, b)) = max{p(j, g), la - bl}· 
Then C(JR.) x JR. is a complete metric space with the metric d. 
LEMMA 4.6. Generic f E C(JR) has the property that w(j, x) is nowhere dense 
for a generic :1: E JR.. 
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Proof. For all kEN, let Ek be the subset of C (JR) x JR consisting of all (j, x) such 
that w (j, x) is contained in finitely many disjoint intervals, each of length less than 
t· Using Proposition 2.2, we will show that Ek contains a dense open subset of 
C(JR) x R Let (j, a) E C(JR) x JR and E > O. By Proposition 4.1, we may assume 
without loss of generality that orb(j, a) is finite. Choose N E N so that orb(j, a) ~ 
(-N, N) and k < E. Choose 8 > 0 so that for all x, y E [-N, N], If(x) - f(y)1 < E 
whenever Ix - yl < 8. Choose pairwise disjoint closed intervals 10 , h, ... ,In - I 
centered at aO,al, ... ,an-l, respectively, so that IIil = IIjl < min{t,%} for all 
i, j, and U~==-OI Ii ~ (-N, N). Let g be a slight perturbation of f such that, for 
i = 0,1, ... , n - 2, g(x) = ai+1 for all x E h g(x) = ak for all x E In-I, and 
g E BE(j). Note that (g,a) E Bf((j, a)). Choose 0 < TJ < min{II;I, k}. Let 
(h, c) E B" ((g, a)). Then it is readily verified that orb( h, c) ~ U~==-OI h and since 
the intervals Ii are closed, we have w(h, c) ~ U~==-OI h 
Let E = nkEN Ek , a set which is comeager in C(JR) x R For each (j, x) E E, 
w(j, x) is contained in finitely many disjoint intervals of arbitrarily small length, so 
w(j, x) is a closed set with empty interior; i.e., w(j, x) is nowhere dense. It follows 
from the Kuratowski-Ulam Theorem that a generic f E C(JR) has the property 
that w(j, x) is nowhere dense for a generic x E R o 
LEMMA 4.7. Generic f E C(JR) has the property that W(j,l;) is perfect for a 
generic x E JR. 
Proof. Fix a closed interval J = [p, q] ~ IR, and let PJ ~ C(JR) x JR be the set of 
all (j, x) such that Iw(j, x) n JI -=f 1. We will show that PJ contains a dense open 
subset of C(JR) x R Let (j, a) E C(JR) x JR and E > O. Without loss of generality, 
we may assume by Proposition 4.1 that orb(j, a) is finite. Observe that, with the 
notation given above, 
orb(f, a) = {ao, ... ,ak, ... ,an-I}, 
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we have w(j, a) = {ak, . .. , an~d. Choose Nand c5 as in the proof of Lemma 4.6. 
There are three cases to consider. 
CASE 1. Iw(j, a) n 11 = o. 
Let 10 , h, ... ,In~l be closed pairwise disjoint intervals centered at ao, aI, ... , an~l, 
respectively, so that U~:ol Ii ~ (-N, N), (U~:: Ii) n 1 = 0, and IIil = IIjl < ~ for 
all i,j. Construct 9 so that g(x) = ai+l for all x E h where i = 0, ... , n-2, g(x) = 
ak for all x E In~l' and 9 satisfies 9 E B€(j). Now we have (g, a) E B€((j, a)). 
Choose 0 < rt < min {-k, l¥}. Let (h, c) E Bry((g, a)). Then (.;(h, c) ~ U~:: h 
and so Iw(h, c) n 11 = o. It follows that Bry((g, a)) ~ PJ' 
CASE 2. Iw(j, a) n (p, q)1 ~ 1. 
Fix l so that al E (p, q). Choose 10 , II, ... ,In~l to be closed pairwise disjoint 
intervals centered at ao, al, ... , an~l, respectively, so that U~~Ol Ii ~ (-N, N), 
II ~ (p, q), and IIi I = IIj I < min {~, ~} for all i, j. We will construct (g, b) E B€(j) 
and rt > 0 so that, for all (h, c) E Bry((g, b)), we have Iw(h, c) n (p, q)1 ~ 2. To do so, 
we need to define subintervals of the h For each i, let Ii,l be the lower third of the 
interval h and let I i ,2 be the upper third of h Let bi,l and bi ,2 be the midpoints 
of Ii,l and Ii,2, respectively. Observe that Ii,l n Ii,2 = 0 and IIi,ll = IIi,21 = I~I for 
all i. Construct 9 as follows. For i = 0, ... ,k - 1, let g(x) = bi+l,l for all x E Ii,l. 
For i = k, k + 1, .. " n - 2, let g(x) = bi+l,l for all x E Ii,l, and g(x) = bi+l,2 for 
all x E Ii,2. Let g(x) = bk,2 for all x E In~l,l' and let g(x) = bk,l for all x E In~1,2' 
Complete the construction of 9 so that 9 is continuous on lR and 9 E B€(j). Let 
b = bo,l' Observe that (g, b) E B€((j, a)). Choose 0 < rt < min {-k, II~ll}. Let 
( h, c) E Bry ((g , b)). Then orb( h, c) intersects both 11,1 and 11,2 infinitely many times, 
where 11,1 and 11,2 are disjoint and contained in (p, q), so IW(h, c) n (p, q)1 ~ 2. 
CASE 3. Iw(j, a) n (p, q)1 = 0 and Iw(j, a) n {p, q}1 ~ 1. 
Without loss of generality, assume that al = P for some l E {k, ... , n - I}. By 
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Proposition 4.3, we may choose f* E B~ (j) such that w(j*, a*) n (p, q) -I- 0 for 
some a* E B~ (a). Note that (j*, a*) E B~ ((j, a)). By Case 2, we may construct 
(g,b) E B~((j*,a*)) and TJ > 0 so that Bry((g,b)) ~ PJ. It follows that (g,b) E 
BE((j, a)) and Bry((g, b)) ~ PJ' 
Now PJ contains an open dense subset of C(JR) x R Let P = nJ PJ , where 
the intersection is taken over all closed rational intervals. The set P is comeager in 
C(JR) x JR, and for any (j, x) E P, w(j, x) is perfect. Thus by the Kuratowski-Ulam 
Theorem, a generic f E C(JR) has the property that w(j, x) is perfect for a generic 
xER 
o 
Before we proceed, we remark that by Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7, a generic 
f E C(JR) has the property that w(j, x) is nowhere dense and perfect for a generic 
x E R This is true by the following argument. Suppose f E C(JR) has the property 
that there exist comeager subsets Gnwd and Gp of lR such that UJ(j, x) is nowhere 
dense for all x E Gnwd and w(j, x) is perfect for all x E Gp . Then G = Gnwd n Gp 
is comeager in lR, and w(j, x) is nowhere dense and perfect for all x E G. 
Note that with Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 and Corollary 4.2, we have shown that 
Properties (1) and (2) of Theorem 4.2 are true of a generic f E= C(JR). Our next 
objective is to prove Property (3) of Theorem 4.2; i.e., a generic f E C(JR) has the 
property that the set of points with infinite orbit and finite w-limit set is c-dense 
in R We will prove this result in Lemma 4.8. Before we do so, we will need several 
definitions and propositions. 
DEFINITION. Let f E C(JR). The function f is nondecTeasing at a point 
x E JR if there exists 6 > 0 such that f(x~~J(t) ~ 0 for all t E (x - 6, x + 6) \ {x}. 
The function f is nonincreasing at x if - f is nondecreasing at x. We say that f 
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is monotone at x if f is either nonincreasing or nondecreasing at x. 
DEFINITION. Let f E C(JR). A point x E JR is said to be a point of (relative) 
maximum of f if there exists J > ° such that f(t) :S f(x) for all t E (x - J, x + J), 
and x is a point of proper maximum of f if there exists J > ° such that f (t) < f (x) 
for all t E (x - J, x + J) \ {x}. If x is a point of maximum or proper maximum of 
- f, then f is said to have a point of minimum or proper minimum at x, respec-
tively. Moreover, x is said to be a point of extremum of f if f has a maximum or 
minimum at x, and a point of proper extremum of f if f has a proper maximum 
or proper minimum at x. 
We used results from Bruckner and Garg [11 J in the proof of Lemma 4.3 
earlier in the chapter. We return to the results of [11 J for additional information 
concerning the behavior of a generic f E C (JR). Bruckner and Garg proved that a 
generic f E C([O, 1], JR) is monotone at no point, and no level set of f contains more 
than one point of extremum of f. For each N E N, let AN be the subset of C(JR) 
consisting of all f E C(JR) with the properties that (i) f is monotone at no point 
of [-N, N], (ii) no level set of fl[-N,N] contains more than one point of extremum 
of fl[-N,N], and (iii) f has the Bruckner-Garg property on [-lV, NJ. Each AN is 
come agel' in C(JR), and so A = nN AN is comeager in C(JR) as well. Fix f E A. 
It is clear that f is monotone at no point of R Suppose some level of f contains 
more than one point of extremum of f, say, Pi and P2. Choose N large enough so 
that Pi,P2 E (-N,N); then some level of fl[-N,N] contains more than one point 
of extremum of fl[-N,N], contradicting that f E AN. So each level of f contains 
at most one point of extremum of f. It follows that every point of extremum of 
f is a point of proper extremum of f, for if not, some level of f contains more 
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than one point of extremum of f. Since the set of points of prDper extremum of 
any function is countable, the set of points of extremum of f is countable. Now 
for each N E N, let TN = {x E JR : flr::-1N,Nj(X) is not perfect}. Each set TN is 
countable, so 
{x E JR : f-l(X) is not perfect} = U TN 
NEN 
is countable as well. Thus f- 1 (x) is not perfect for only countably many x E R 
We summarize the results of the preceding discussion in Proposition 4.5. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. A generic function f E C(JR) has the property that 
1. f is monotone at no point. 
2. The set of points of extremum of f is countable. 
3. f- 1 (x) is not perfect for only countably many x E R 
We will now state and prove Propositions 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8, which will be 
needed in the proof of Lemma 4.8. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Generic f E C(JR) has the property that, given any open 
interval I, there exist uncountably many x E I such that 10rbU, x) I < 00 and no 
point of orbU, x) is a point of extremum of f· 
Proof. Fix an open interval I. Let S be the subset of C(JR) consisting of all functions 
f with the following properties: 
1. {x E JR: 10rbU,x)l::; n} is perfect for all n. 
2. {x E JR: lorbU,x)1 < oo} is c-dense in R 
3. {x E JR: fn(x) = x} is perfect for all n. 
4. f is monotone at no point. 
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5. The set of points of extremum of ] is countable. 
6. ]-l(X) is not perfect for only countably many x E lR. 
Then S is comeager in C (JR) by Corollaries 4.1, 4.2, 4.4, and Proposition 4.5. Let 
] E S. The claim is that] satisfies the proposition. Let E denote the set of points 
of extremum of ]. There are two cases to consider. 
CASE 1. P(J) n I i- 0. 
Since] has a periodic point in I, by Property (3), there are uncountably many 
periodic points of ] in I. So the set P(J) n I is uncountable. Observe that] must 
be injective on P(J), for if not, then] is not a well-defined function. Remove from 
P(J) n I all points whose orbits have nonempty intersection with E; since E is 
countable, we have removed only a countable set. We are left with uncountably 
many points in P(J) n I whose orbits do not intersect E. 
CASE 2. P(J) n I = 0. 
By Properties (1) and (2), there exists n E N such that lorb(J, x)1 ~ n for un-
countably many x E I. We will show in the following paragraph that for some 
I 2: 1, there exists x E I such that jZ(x) E P(J) n Int(JI(I)); then using Property 
(6) and Case 1, we will complete the proof of the proposition. 
Claim: For some I 2: 1, there exists x E I such that 
]1(X) E P(J) n Int(Jl(I)). 
Let On(J) denote the set of all x E JR satisfying lorb(J, x)1 ~ n. Observe 
that, by Property (4), ] is constant on no interval, so the sets ](1), ... ,]n-l(I) are 
intervals. Now if some x E On (J) n I has the property that] (x) E f)] (I), then ei-
ther ](x) ~ ](y) for all y E I, or ](x) 2: ](y) for all y E I, and so x E E. So, there 
must be uncountably many x E On(J) n I satisfying ](x) E On-l(J) n Int(J(I)). 
If one of these points is periodic, then I = 1 and we are done. Suppose not. 
Then, since the set On-l (J) n Int (J (I) ) is nonempty, it is uncountable by Property 
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(1). As before, there are uncountably many i E On-1(f) n lnt(f(1)) satisfying 
J(i) E On-2(f) n lnt(j2(1)). If one such point J(i) is periodic, then we have 
J(i) = j2(x) for some x E On(f) n I, and l = 2 and we are done. If no such point 
J(i) is periodic, then repeat the argument as many times as is necessary until a 
periodic (possibly fixed) point is found in lnt (P (1)) for some 1 ::; l ::; n - 1. This 
completes the proof of the claim. 
Now choose x E On(f) n I so that JI(X) E P(f) n lnt(fI(1)). By Case 
1, there are uncountably many points in P(f) n lnt(fl(1)) whose orbits do not 
intersect E. Since there are only count ably many levels of J which are not perfect, 
we may choose a point Z E P(f) n lnt(p(1)) such that J-1(z), the level of J at 
z, is perfect, orb(f, z) n E = 0, and J-1(Z) n lnt(fl-1(1)) i- 0. Now we will "pull 
back" the point z through the intervals J 1- 1 (1), JI- 2 (1), ... , J (1)., I to complete the 
proof. Choose Z-l E JI-1(1) n J-1(Z) so that Z-l t/:. E, J-1(z_d (ilnt(fI-2(1)) i- 0, 
and J-1(z_d is perfect. Continue to choose points Z-2 E J-1(Z_1) n p-2(1), 
Z-3 E J-1(Z_2) n JI- 3(1), and so on, in a similar manner. Finally we have a point 
ZI-l E J(1) with the property that J-1(ZI_1) n I is uncountable. Then for any 
x E (f-1(ZI_1) n 1) \ E, we have lorb(f, x)1 < 00 and orb(f, x) n E = 0, and this 
set is uncountable. 0 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Suppose that J E C (JR) is monotone at no point, and x E JR 
is not a point oj extremum oj J. Then there exists a unilateral convergent sequence 
oj distinct points (pj)jEN such that Pj --t X in JR, J(Pj) = J(x) Jar all j, and Jor 
every open interval J containing some Pi E (Pj)jEN, we have J(:r) E lnt(f(J)). 
Proof. Let J E C(JR) be a function which is monotone at no pO:lnt, and let x be a 
point which is not a point of extremum of f. Since J is not monotone at x, we may 
assume without loss of generality that for all 6 > 0, there exist h, t2 E (x - 6, x) 
such that tl < t2 and J(td < J(x) < J(t2)' Choose t~l) < t~l) < X so that 
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J(til)) < J(x) < J(t~l»). By the Intermediate Value Theorem, we may choose 
PI E (til), t~l)) such that J(Pl) = J(x); moreover, we may require that this point PI 
not be a point of extremum of J. Continue choosing points Pj as follows: Choose 
t~-l) < tij) < t~) < x, and choose Pj E (tij) , t~») so that J(Pj) = J(x) and Pj is not 
a point of extremum of f. Clearly the sequence (Pj) JEN is a unilateral sequence of 
distinct points which converges to x in IR. and satisfies J (Pj) = J (x) for all j. Also, 
since J is not monotone at any Pj and no Pj is a point of extremum of J, any open 
interval J containing some Pj has the property that J (J) is an interval (since J is 
constant on no interval), and J (J) contains points both larger and smaller than 
J(x), so J(x) E Int(j(J)). o 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Suppose that J E C(IR.) is monotone at no point. Then given 
any periodic point x such that no point oj orb(j, x) is a point oj extremum oj J, 
and given any open interval I containing x, there exist uncountably many y E I 
such that orb(j, y) is infinite and w(j, y) is finite. 
Proof. Let J E C(IR.) be monotone at no point, and let x E IR. be a periodic point 
of J such that no point of orb(j, x) is a point of extremum of f. Let orb(j, x) = 
{xo, Xl, ... ,xn-d, where J(Xi) = Xi+l for i = 0, ... ,n - 1 and Xn = Xo = x. For 
each Xi, let (P})jEN be the corresponding sequence with all of the properties listed 
in Proposition 4.7. 
Let I be an open interval containing Xo. We will construct uncountably 
many pairwise disjoint subsets of I in the following way. 
Step 1. Choose qo, ql E In (P1)jEN, and let Jo, Jl ~ I be disjoint intervals centered 
at qo, ql, respectively, which do not contain Xo· Note that J(Jo) and J(Jd are 
intervals which contain Xl(mod n) as an interior point, so both J(Jo) and J( Jd 
contain infinitely many points of the sequence (p}(mod n»). 
Step 2. For each 2-tuple (al,a2) E {0,1}2, choose a point qal,a2 E (p~(modn»)jEN 
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and an interval J al ,a2 centered at Qa l,a2 such that 
• the intervals J al ,a2 and J al , where aI, a2 E {O, I}, are pairwise disjoint. 
Observe that each !(Jal ,a2) is an interval containing Xl(modn) as an interior point. 
In general, the kth step of the construction is defined as follows. 
Step k. From the previous step, for each (k -I)-tuple (aI, ... ,ak--l) E {D, 1 }k-l, we 
have an interval of the form !(Jal, ... ,ak_I)' and for some fixed i E {O, 1, ... , n - I}, 
each interval !(Jal, ... ,ak-l) contains Xi as an interior point. Choose 2k distinct points 
from the sequence (P;)jEN as follows. For each k-tuple (aI, a2,"" ak) E {D,I}k, 
choose a point Qal,a2,_ .. ,ak E (Pj)jEN and an interval J al ,a2, ___ ,ak centered at that point 
such that 
where aI, a2, ... ,ak-l, ak E {O, I}, are pairwise disjoint. 
Continue for all kEN. Observe that at each step k, the intervals J al ,a2, ... ,ak are all 
nonempty. 
Since J o, J l ~ I, each set A(aj)jEI', is a subset of I. Since the intervals J were 
chosen to be pairwise disjoint, the sets A(aj)jEN are pairwise disjoint. We will 
show that each set A(aj)jEN is nonempty. Suppose that some A(aj)jEN = 0 for some 
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(aj)jEN E {O,l}w. Let mEN be the smallest number such that fm(t) ~ Jal, ... ,am+l 
for any t E Jal . Since Jal -=f 0, m must be at least 1. The interval Jal, ... ,am is 
nonempty, so let y E Jal, ... ,am. Since Jal, ... ,am ~ f(Jal, ... ,am-I)' there exists tm - I E 
Jal, ... ,am_l such that y = f(tm-d. Continue working backwards to obtain points 
tm- 2 E Jal , ... ,am -2' ... , tl E Jal with f(ti) = ti+I' Then tl E Jal has the property 
that fm(t l ) = Y E Jal, ... ,am+l' a contradiction. Now there are continuum many 
nonempty pairwise disjoint subsets A(aj)jEN of I, and for any y in some A(aj)jEN' we 
have orb(j,y) is infinite and w(j,y) = {xo, ... ,Xn-l}. 0 
We are now ready to prove that Property (3) of Theorem 4.2 holds on a 
comeager subset of C(JR). 
LEMMA 4.8. Generic f E C(JR) has the property that the set of x E JR such that 
orb(j, x) is infinite and w(j, x) is finite is c-dense in R 
Proof. Let G ~ C(JR) be the set of all j satisfying: 
1. j is monotone at no point, 
2. j-l(X) is not perfect for only countably many x E JR, and 
3. for any open interval I ~ JR, there exist uncountably many x E I such that 
orb(j, x) is finite and no point of orb(j, x) is a point of extremum of j. 
The set Gis comeager in C(JR) by Propositions 4.5 and 4.6. Let j E G. Fix an open 
interval I, and let a E I be such that lorb(j,a)1 < 00 and no point of orb(j,a) 
is a point of extremum of f. So, we have orb(j, a) = {ao, ... , ak,"" an-I} for 
some k, n. Since j is not monotone at any of the points ao, ... ,ak-l and none of 
these points is a point of extremum of j, we have that p (1) is an interval with 
ak E Int(jk(I)). Now since Int(jk(I)) is an open interval containing the periodic 
point ak of j, by Lemma 4.8 there are uncountably many points y E Int(jk(1)) 
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such that orb(f, y) is infinite and w(f, y) is finite. For uncountably many such y, 
we can find uncountably many x E I such that fk(X) = y. Thus, every f E G has 
the property that there are uncountably many x E I such that lorb(f, x) I = 00 and 
Iw(f, x)1 < 00. Since I was an arbitrarily chosen interval, we have the lemma. 0 
The final few results of this chapter are used to prove that Property (4) of 
Theorem 4.2 holds on a comeager subset of C(JR). The idea behind Propositions 
4.9 and 4.10 and Lemma 4.9 is the following. We will show in Proposition 4.9 
that a generic f E C (JR) has the property that for any MEN, there exists a 
closed interval I such that In [-M, M] = 0 and flI exhibits the same behavior 
as a function in C([O, 1]). In Proposition 4.10 we will state and give a proof for a 
known result concerning a generic f E C([O, 1]). Finally we will use the result of 
Proposition 4.10, together with Proposition 4.9, to prove Lemma 4.9 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Far each MEN, let U M be the set af f E C(JR) such that, 
far all fEU M, there exists a clased interval I ~ JR such that f (1) C I and 
I n [- M, M] = 0. Each set U M cantains an apen dense subset of C (JR). 
Praaf. Fix MEN. Let f E C(JR) and E > 0. Choose N E N so that 11 < E and 
N > M. Construct a function 9 as follows. Let g(x) = f(x) for all x E [-N, N]. 
Let I = [N + 1, N + 2]. Let g(x) = N + ~ for all x E [N + 1, N + 2]. Extend 9 
continuously to R Observe that 9 E Bt(f). Choose ° < 'Tl < min {N~2' H· Let 
h E BT}(g). Then h(1) ~ I, and so BT}(g) ~ UM . 0 
PROPOSITION 4.10. A generic f E C([O, l]) has the praperty that there exists 
x E [0,1] such that w(f, x) is infinite and nat perfect. 
Praaf. [43] C([O, 1]) is an abelian Polish group with the metric of supremum norm. 
Let W be the set of all f E C ([0, 1]) such that w (1, x) is infinite and not perfect 
for some x E [0,1]. Let f E C([O, 1]) and E > 0. Since f : [0,1] -+ [0,1]' f has 
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a fixed point. Let 9 be a slight perturbation of f such that 9 E: BE(f) and 9 has 
a point a of period 3 which lies in a small neighborhood of the fixed point of f. 
Let Tl > ° be chosen so that for all h E B'I(g), h has a point of period 3. Since h 
has a point of period 3, it follows from Theorems 2.2 and 3.8 of [10] that h has a 
non-perfect infinite w limit set. Thus B7](g) ~ W. o 
LEMMA 4.9. A generic f E C(JR) has the property that the set of all x E JR such 
that w(j, x) is infinite and not perfect is unbounded in lR. 
Proof. For each MEN, let 
SM = {f E C(JR) : :lx > M 3 w(f, x) is infinite and not perfect}. 
Let f E C(JR) and E > 0. By Proposition 4.9, we may choose f* E B!. (f) with the 
3 
property that f* (1) ~ I for some closed interval I ~ JR satisfying In [-M, M] = 0. 
By the argument used in the proof of Proposition 4.10, we may choose 9 E Bt (f*) 
and Tl > ° such that, for all h E B7](g), there exists x E I such that w(h, x) is 
infinite and non-perfect. Now we have 9 E BE(f) and B7](h) ~ SM. To complete 
the proof of the lemma, observe that nMEN SM is comeager in C(JR). o 
We close the section with a proof of Theorem 4.2. 
Proof. (Proof of Theorem 4.2) Let 9 be the intersection of the sets defined in 
Lemmas 4.6, 4.7, Corollary 4.2, and Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9. This set is comeager in 
C(JR). 0 
4.2 Preliminary Results in C(JRn), n 2: 1 
In this section, we will present our preliminary results concerning properties 
which hold for a generic f E C(l~n). In comparing Theorems 4.1 and 4.3, we see that 
several of the properties which hold for a generic f E C(JR) also hold in the more 
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general setting of C(JRn) , n 2: 1, although the proofs require different techniques. 
In the theorem below, f- 1 (x) and orb(j, x) are defined as in the previous section. 
THEOREM 4.3. Generic f E C(JRn) has the property that: 
1. f is a surjection. 
2. f- 1 (x) is uncountable and unbounded for all x E JRn. 
3. orb(j, x) is bounded for all x E JRn. 
4· The set of periodic points of period k is unbounded for all kEN. 
We will prove the theorem using a series of lemmas. In the first lemma, we 
will prove that a generic f E C(JRn) is surjective, and has the property that f-l(X) 
is unbounded for all x E JRn. The proof of the lemma uses the well-known Brouwer 
Fixed Point Theorem (see, for example, page 275 of [32]). 
THEOREM (Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem). Let B be the open unit ball in JRn. 
Then every continuous map f : B ----+ B has a fixed point. 
LEMMA 4.10. A generic f E C(JRn) is surjective and has the property that f-l(X) 
is unbounded for all x E JRn. 
Proof. For each basis element B = Br(P) of C(JRn) and each MEN, let 
We will use the Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem to show that each set S M,B contains 
a dense open subset of C(JRn). 
Let B = Br (p) be a fixed open ball in JRn, and fix MEN. Let f E C (JRn) 
and E > O. Choose N E N so that -k < E and N 2: M. Choose q E JRn so 
that Br(q) n [-N, NJn = 0. Let U = Br(q). Define a function g as follows. Let 
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g(x) = f(x) for all x E [-N, N]n. Let g(x) = 2x - 2q + p for all x E Br(q). Then 
by the corollary to the Tietze Extension given in [26] (Corollary 1, page 82), we 
may extend 9 continuously to ]Rn. Observe that 9 E Bt(f), Un [-M, M]n = 0, 
and g(U) = B2'(P). 
Choose 0 < Tl < min { ~, t }, where LEN is chosen large enough so that 
U ~ [-L, L]n. Let h E B1)(g). We will show that if B ct h(U), then we can 
construct a map C : U -t U which has no fixed point, a contradiction of the 
Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem. To this end, suppose that there exists some point 
wEB \ h(U). Note that w ~ h(U). Define mappings Cl, ... ,C5 as follows. 
• Let Cl : ]Rn -t B be the radial projection mapping of ]Rn onto B = Br(P), 
defined as follows. If x E B, then Cl(X) = x. If x ~ B, then let Cl(X) be the 
point in au which intersects the line segment whose endpoints are x and p. 
Observe that w ~ clh(U). 
• Let C2 : B -t B be a homeomorphism of B such that C2 (w) = P and C2 leaves 
all points in aB fixed. Now P ~ C2Clh(U). 
• Let C3 : B -t U be a translation of B onto U, given by C:I(X) = x - P + q. 
So q ~ C3C2Clh(U). 
• Let C4 : U \ {q} -t U be the outward radial projection of l] \ {q} onto au. 
• Finally, let C5 : U -t U be the map given by C5(X) = -x + 2q. 
Let C = C5C4C3C2Clh. It is easily verified that C is continuous and well-defined on 
U, and C : U -t U. Suppose that c(x) = x for some x E U. Since c(U) ~ au, 
it must be the case that x E au. Observe that since d(h(x), g(x)) < ~, we 
have d(h(x), p) > 3;, so clh(x) lies on the boundary of B. Thus C2Clh(X) E aB, 
and C3C2Clh(X) E au. Now c(x) = x, so C4C3C2Clh(X) = 2q - x. Since the 
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boundary points of U are fixed under C4, we have C3C2Clh(X) = 2q - x. Then 
C2clh(X) = p + q - x. The map C2 leaves the boundary points of B fixed, so 
Cl h(X) = P + q - x. Then h(x) = p + t( q - x) for some t 2: 1. Now 
d(h(x), g(x)) d(p + t(q - x),p + 2(x - q)) 
(2 + t)d(x, q) 
(2 + t)r 
> 3r, 
contradicting that h E B17(g). Hence, B ~ h(U) and B17(g) ~ SM,B' It follows that 
SM,B contains a dense open subset of C(]Rn), as was to be proven. 
Now let S = nM,B SM,B, where the intersection is taken over all ME Ii and 
all basis elements B belonging to a countable basis for ]Rn. The set S is comeager in 
C(]Rn). Fix f E S. Let x E ]Rn and r > 0. Let B = Br(x). Then for each M E Ii, 
there exists an open ball U ~ ]Rn such that Un [-M, M]n = 0 and x E B ~ f(U). 
Thus f-l(X) is unbounded. Since x was arbitrarily chosen, we have that for all 
x E ]Rn, f-l(X) is unbounded, and hence non empty, so f is a surjection. D 
In the second lemma of this section, we will prove that a generic f E C(]Rn) 
has the property that the preimage of every point in ]Rn under f is uncountable. 
We will use the following theorem of B. Kirchheim in the proof. In the theorem, 
7-is denotes the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure on ]Rn. (See [19] for a definition 
of the Hausdorff measure.) 
THEOREM ([28]). Let n 2: m 2: 1. Then a generic f : [0, l]n --1 ]Rm has the 
property that for any x E ]Rm, the level set f- 1 (x) is of non-(]" -finite 7-in - m -measure 
whenever x lies in the interior of f([O, lr)· 
LEMMA 4.11. A generic f E C(]Rn) has the property that f-l(X) is uncountable 
for all x E ]Rn. 
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Proof Let n = m 2: 1, and observe that {{o, the zero-dimensional Hausdorff 
measure, is the counting measure ([19]). Now if for some x, j-l(X) is countable, 
then j-l(x) can be written as the countable union of singleton sets whose {{o_ 
measure is one, and so j-l(X) is of O'-finite {{a-measure. It follows from the theorem 
of Kirchheim that a generic j E C(lRn) has the property that j-l(X) is uncountable 
for all x E Int(j([O, 11n)). 
For each N EN, let G N be the set of all j E C (jRn) with the property that 
j-l(X) is uncountable for all x E Int(j([-N, Nln)). Each set GN is comeager in 
C(jRn) by Kirchheim's theorem. Let 9 = (nNEN GN )nS, where S is the intersection 
of the sets S M,B as defined in the proof of Lemma 4.10. Observe that 9 is comeager 
in C(jRn). Let j E 9 and x E jRn. Let r > O. Then since j E S, we have 
Br(x) ~ j(U) for some open U ~ jRn. Choose LEN so that U ~ [-L, Lln. 
Then Br(x) ~ j([-L, Lln), so x E Int(j([-L, Lln)). Then since j E GL , j-l(X) is 
uncountable. D 
Finally, to prove that properties (3) and (4) of Theorem 1 hold for a generic 
j, we generalize the techniques used in Chapter 4. 
LEMMA 4.12. A generic j E C(jRn) has the property that orb(j, x) is bounded jor 
all x E jRn. 
Proof Let KEN be fixed. Let 
AK = {j E C(jRn): orb(j, x) is bounded \Ix E [-K, Kt}. 
We will show that AK contains a dense open subset of C (jRn); then by intersecting 
over all KEN we will have a comeager subset of C(jRn) with the desired properties. 
Let j E C(jRn) and E > 0 be arbitrarily chosen. Choose N E N so that 1:; < E 
and N > K. Let P : jRn -+ jRn be the map given by P(x) = xo, where Xo is 
the nearest point to x satisfying Xo E [- N, Nln. Observe that, since [-N, Nln is 
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convex, P is a well-defined continuous map. Define a function 9 : JRn ----7 JRn by 
g(x) = f(P(x)). Now 9 is continuous as it is the composition of the continuous 
maps f and P. Moreover, since 9 and f agree on [-N, NJn and 11 < E, we have 
that 9 E BE(f). Now choose LEN large enough so that g([-N, NJn)U [-N, NJn ~ 
[-L, LJn. Choose 0 < 7] < min {L~I' D. Let h E B7](g) and let x E [-K, KJn. So 
h(x) E [-(L + ~),L + ~Jn, and then d(h2(x),g(h(x))) < 7] implies that h2 (x) E 
[-(L + ~), L + ~Jn. Proceeding inductively, we see that hk(x) E [-(L + ~), L + ~Jn 
for all kEN; i.e., orb(h, x) is bounded. It follows that h E A K . Now we have 
B7](g) ~ AK, and so AK contains a dense open subset of C(JRn). We obtain the 
lemma by intersecting the sets AK over all KEN. o 
LEMMA 4.13. A generic f E C(JRn) has the property that the set of periodic points 
of period k is unbounded for all kEN. 
Proof. Fix MEN and kEN. Let 
P = {f E C(JRn) : :3x ~ [-M, Mr ::1 x has period k under f}. 
Let f E C(JRn) and E > O. Let N E N be such that 11 < E and N 2: M. Choose 
Po, PI"'" Pk-I E JRn and r > 0 so that the closed balls Br(Pi) are pairwise 
disjoint and Br(Pi) n [-M, MJn = 0 for each i. Construct a function 9 as follows. 
Let g(x) = f(x) for all x E [-N, NJn, and for each i, let g(x) = Pi+I(modk) for 
all x E Br (pJ By the corollary to the Tietze Extension Theorem given in [26J 
(Corollary 1, page 82), we may extend 9 continuously to JRn. Note that 9 E BE(f). 
Let LEN be such that Ui Br(Pi) ~ [-L, LJn. Choose 7] > 0 so that if p(g, h) < 7], 
then II gj-hj 111-L,L]n< ~ for j = 1, ... , k. Let hE B7](g). Then for any x E Br(po), 
we have hk(x) E B~(po). Since hk : Br(Po) ----7 Br(po), by the Brouwer's Fixed 
Point Theorem, there is some P E Br(Po) such that hk(p) = p. Moreover, since 
h(p) E Br(PI),"" hk-I(p) E Br(Pk-l) and the balls are pairwise disjoint, P 
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cannot have period less than k under h. Hence B17(g) ~ P. Now P contains an 
open dense subset of C(lRn). To complete the proof of the lemma, intersect all such 
sets P over MEN and kEN. 0 
Proof (Proof of Theorem 4.3). Take the intersection of the sets with the properties 
given in Lemmas 4.10,4.11,4.12, and 4.13. This intersection is comeager in C(lRn) 
as well. 0 
In Theorem 4.2, we obtained results concerning properties of the orbits and 
w-limit sets of a generic f E C(lR). We remarked that for any closed subset C of 
[0,1]' C is an w-limit set of some function f E C([O, 1]) if and only if C is either 
nowhere dense, or C is the union of finitely many nondegenerate closed intervals [1]. 
In higher dimensions, the problem of classifying which types of w-limit sets may 
occur for functions in the space C([O, l]n) is much more complicated. Some partial 
results are given in [3], although the authors note that it is unknown whether 
even some simple sets, such as the union of a line segment and a disk in [0, IF, 
can be an w-limit set. To simplify the problem in C([O, l]n), some have restricted 
their study of w-limit sets to special types of mappings such as triangular [21] and 
antitriangular maps [5]. In the current setting, we merely remark that extending 
the results of Theorem 4.2 to the space C(lRn) is a difficult problem which will 
require further study. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CO-HAAR NULL AND H-AMBIVALENT SUBSETS OF C(JR) 
In this chapter we are interested in studying properties of functions in C (JR) 
which hold on a co-Haar null subset of C(JR). We will see that in many cases, a 
given property holds on a subset of C(JR) which is neither Haar null nor co-Haar 
null. Using the terminology of [44], we say that such a property is H -ambivalent; 
in addition, we will say that a set on which an H-ambivalent property holds is 
H-ambivalent. In particular, we will see that there exist comeager subsets of C(JR) 
which are H-ambivalent. (Equivalently, there exist meager subsets of C(JR) which 
are H-ambivalent.) We will also see that there exist subsets of C(JR) which are both 
comeager and co-Haar null. However, we have found no subset of C(JR) which is 
both comeager in C(JR) and Haar null. Thus, although we showed in Chapter 3 
that Z'l may be decomposed into two disjoint sets, one meager in Z'l and the other 
Haar null, we have found no such natural decomposition for C(JR). 
Before we state the main results of this chapter, we give the necessary 
definitions and terminology. These definitions are standard and may be found in 
[11] or [9]. We say that 1 E C(JR) is nondecreasing at x E JR if there exists 6 > 0 
such that f(t~=~(x) 2: 0 for all t E (x - 6, x + 6) \ {x}, and 1 is nonincreasing at 
x E JR if - 1 is nondecreasing at x. We say that 1 is monotone at x if 1 is either 
nondecreasing or nonincreasing at x. (These definitions were given in the previous 
chapter but are restated here for completeness.) A function 1 is monotone on an 
interval I if 1 is either nondecreasing at all points of I, or 1 is nonincreasing at all 
points of I. We say that 1 is 01 monotonic type at x if the function 1 (x) + mx is 
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monotone at x for some mER Finally, we say that f is of monotonic type on an 
interval I if the function f (x) + mx is monotone on I for some mER Using the 
notation of [9], we define the following subsets of C(JR). 
MNI {f E C (JR) : f is monotone on no interval} 
MTNI {f E C(JR) : f is of monotonic type on no interval} 
MNP {f E C(JR) : f is monotone at no point} 
MTNP {f E C(JR) : f is of montonic type at no point} 
It follows from Theorem 1 of [9] that 
MTNP ~ MNP ~ MTNI ~ MNI, 
and each of the inclusions is nonreversible. 
For f E C(JR) and x E JR, we define the upper and lower derivatives of f 
from the right at x as 
D+f( ) - -1' f(x) - f(t) d D f( ) - l' f(x) - f(t) x - 1m t->x+ an + x - 1m t-tx+ , 
x-t x-t 
respectively. The upper and lower derivatives from the left of f at x, denoted by 
D- f (x) and D _ f (x), are defined analogously. We define D f (x) as the infimum 
of D+f(x) and D-f(x), and Df(x) as the supremum of D+ f(x) and D- f(x). 
We say that f has a knot point at x if Df(x) = +00 and Df(x) = -00. (The 
definition of knot point may vary depending on the author. For example, Zajicek 
in [44] defines a knot point to be a point x at which D+ f(x) = D- f(x) = +00 
and D+f(x) = D-f(x) = -00. Our definition is weaker and follows the example 
of Bruckner and Garg in [11].) It is well-known that f is not of monotonic type at 
x if and only if f has a knot point at x. Thus, MT N P is exactly the set of those 
functions f for which every x E JR is a knot point of f. 
The main results of this chapter are given in the following two theorems. 
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THEOREM 5.1 (H-ambivalent properties in C(JR)). The following properties 
of a function f E C(JR) are H-ambivalent. 
1. f is a surjection. 
2. f-l(X) is unbounded for all x E lR. 
3. f- 1 (x) is bounded for all x E lR. 
4· f E MTNP. 
5. f E MNP. 
6. For fixed a E JR, f has derivative +00 at a and f has a knot point at all 
xi-a. 
7. orb(j, x) is unbounded for all x E lR. 
8. For any compact subset C of JR, orb(j, x) is bounded for all x E c. 
THEOREM 5.2 (Properties of Almost Every Mapping in C(JR)). Almost 
every f E C(JR) has the following properties. 
1. f E MTNI. 
2. fEMNI. 
3. For any bounded set F ~ JR, fIIR\F is not injective. 
4. f- 1 (x) is perfect for all x in a com eager subset of lR. 
5. f(JR) is unbounded. 
6. For fixed a E JR, f has neither a fixed point nor a point of period 2 at a. 
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When Theorem 5.1 above is compared to Theorem 4.1, we see that many 
comeager subsets of C(JR) are H-ambivalent. Recall that a generic 1 E C(JR) is 
surjective; it cannot be said that almost every 1 is surjective or that almost every 
1 is not surjective. However, by Property (5) of Theorem 5.2, we can say that 
almost every 1 has the property that 1(JR) is either a line or a ray in R We also 
saw in Chapter 4 that a generic 1 has the property that 1-1 (x) is uncountable 
and unbounded for all x. Here we will see that we can draw no conclusions about 
the boundedness of the preimage of every x under almost every 1. However, by 
Property (4) of Theorem 5.2, we have that almost every 1 has the property that 
1-1(x) is either empty or uncountable for a generic x E R We show that the 
sets MTNP and MNP, which are both comeager in C(JR), are H-ambivalent, 
and the sets MT N I and M N I, which are also comeager in C (JR), are co-Haar null. 
Property (6) of Theorem 5.1 is of interest because it provides an explicit example of 
uncountably many pairwise disjoint universally measurable non-Haar null subsets 
of C (JR); the existence of such a family of subsets in any nonlocally compact Polish 
abelian group was proven by S. Solecki in [41J. Properties (7) and (8) of Theorem 
5.1 address the properties of the orbit of a point x under a function f. While a 
generic 1 E C(JR) has the property that orb(J, x) is bounded for all x, this property 
does not hold for almost every f. We see in Property (8) of Theorem 5.1 that if 
we have some compact set C ~ JR, then the set of all 1 which have bounded orbit 
for all x E C is H-ambivalent. However, it is not known if almost every 1 has the 
property that there exists a compact set C f such that orb(J, x) is unbounded for 
allx~Cf' 
5.1 H-ambivalent Properties in C(JR) 
In this section we will prove that each of the properties in Theorem 5.1 is 
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H-ambivalent. The following lemma will be used extensively in this section. It 
was originally stated in Chapter 2; for ease of reading, we restate it below in the 
present context. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let S ~ C(IR). If for any compact subset K ofC(lR), there exists a 
function hK E C(JR) such that K + hK ~ S, then S is not Haar null. 
Given a set S ~ C(JR) and a compact K ~ C(JR), in order to define a function 
h such that K + h ~ S, we will use the fact that K is bounded above and below by 
continuous functions. This fact is stated below as Proposition 5.1, and the proof 
follows easily from the notion of equicontinuity and the well-known Arzela-Ascoli 
Theorem. (See Theorem 1.23 of [15], for example.) 
Let F ~ C(JR). We say that F is equicontinuous at a point x E JR if for 
all E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that If(x) - f(t)1 < E whenever Ix - tl < 6 
and f E F. F is uniformly equicontinuous on C ~ JR if for all E > 0 there exists 
6 > 0 such that, for all f E F and all x, x' E C satisfying Ix - xii < 6, we have 
If(x) - f(x')1 < E. The set F is equicontinuous on JR if F is equicontinuous at 
every x E R By the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem, if K is a compact subset of C(lR), 
then K is equicontinuous on R Moreover, K is uniformly equicontinuous on any 
compact subset of R 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Every compact subset K of C(JR) is bounded above and below 
by continuous functions. 
Proof. Let K be a compact subset of C(JR). We will show that K is bounded 
above by a continuous function. By a symmetric argument, it will follow that K 
is bounded below by a continuous function. Define a mapping a : JR -t JR by 
a(x) = SUP,EK{'(X)}. To show that a is continuous, fix a E JR and let E > O. By 
the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem, K is equicontinuous at a, so we may choose 6 > 0 so 
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that for all r E K, Ir(x) - r(a)1 < ~ whenever Ix - al < 6. The claim is that 
la(x) - a(a)1 < t whenever Ix - al < 6. For a contradiction, suppose the contrary. 
Then there exists z E Bo(a) such that la(z) - a(a)1 2: E. There are two cases to 
consider. 
CASE 1. a(z) 2: a(a) + E. 
Choose g E K so that Ig(z) - a(z)1 < ~. Since g(a) :S a(a) and Iz - al < 6, we 
have g(z) < g(a) + ~ :S a(a) +~. But a(z) 2: a(a) + t, so g(z) > a(a) + ¥, a 
contradiction. 
CASE 2. a(z) :S a(a) - E. 
Choose h E K so that Ih(a) - a(a)1 < ~. Then, since h(z) :S a(z), we have that 
I h (a) - h (z ) I > ¥, a contradiction of the choice of 6. 
Thus a is a well-defined continuous function with the property that r(x) :S 
a(x) for all x E lR and r E K. To find a continuous function that is a lower bound 
for K, define {3(x) = inLyEK{r(x)} and proceed analogously. 
o 
Since Proposition 5.1 will be used often, we will define the following notation 
before we proceed. Given any compact K S;;; C(lR), we will use aK and 13K to denote 
the continuous functions which bound K above and below, respectively. When no 
confusion will arise, we will omit the subscripts and simply refer to the functions 
as a and {3. 
We will use Proposition 5.2, below, combined with Lemma 5.1 to prove that 
Properties (1)-(3) of Theorem 5.1 are H-ambivalent. Observe that in Proposition 
5.2, we have decomposed the set {f E C(JR) : f-l(X) is bounded for all x} into 
two disjoint subsets, given by 55 and 56 in the proposition. The purpose of this 
decomposition is to demonstrate that, even when additional restrictions are placed 
on the set {f: f-l(X) is bounded \Ix}, the resulting set remains non-Haar null. 
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PROPOSITION 5.2. Let K be a compact subset of C(lR) and fix NEZ. Define 
subsets 51, ... ,56 of C(lR) as follows: 
51 {f : f(lR) ~ (-00, N]} 
52 {f : f(lR) ~ [N,oo)} 
53 {f : 1-1 (x) is unbounded \Ix} 
54 {f : f(lR) = lR} 
55 = {f : f-I(X) is bounded \Ix and f(lR) -I- lR} 
56 = {f : f-I(X) is bounded \Ix and f(lR) = lR} 
Then, for each i = 1, ... ,6, there exists hi E C(lR) such that K + hi ~ 5 i . 
Proof Let K ~ C(lR) be compact and fix NEZ. Define hI : lR -+ lR by 
{ 
N - 0: (x), if 0:( x) > N 
hI(x) = 
0, if o:(x)::; N. 
It is clear that hI is a well-defined continuous map. Moreover, if I E K, 
then b + hI)(x) ::; (0: + hd(x) ::; N for all x, so K + hI ~ 51. We define h2 
analogously; i.e., if 
h2(X) = 
then we have K + h2 ~ 52. 
{ 
0, 
N - f3(x), 
if f3(x) > N 
if f3 (x) ::; N, 
Define h3 : lR -+ lR as follows. For all n EN, if n is odd, let 
h3(n) = -f3(n) + n, 
and if n is even, let 
h3(n) = -o:(n) - n. 
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Extend h3 continuously to R Let r E K and x E R The claim is that (r+h3)-1(X) 
is unbounded. Choose an odd positive integer m satisfying -(m + 1) < x < m. 
Observe that, for all kEN U {O}, we have 
and 
(r + h3)(m + 2k + 1) :S (a + h3)(m + 2k + 1) = -(m + 2k + 1). 
It follows from the Intermediate Value Theorem that (r + h3)-1(X) is unbounded, 
and so K + h3 <;;;; 53. Now observe that 53 <;;;; 54. By setting h4 = h3, we have 
K + h4 <;;;; 54. 
Let h5(x) = -(3(x) + Ixl. Then h5 E C(lR), and K + h5 is bounded below 
by the function ({3 + h5)(x) = lxi, so clearly K + h5 <;;;; 55. To construct h6, we 
modify h5. Define h6 : lR -t lR as 
{ 
-(3(x) + x, 
h6(X) = 
-(3(0) + a(O) - a(x) + x, 
if x 2: 0, 
if x < O. 
To see that h6 is continuous, one need only verify that limx-->o+ h6 (x) -
limx-->o- h6 (x). Now for x 2: 0, K + h6 is bounded below by the function ({3 + 
h6)(X) = x, and for x < 0, K + h6 is bounded above by the function (a + h6)(X) = 
-(3(0) + a(O) + x, and thus K + h6 <;;;; 56. 
D 
LEMMA 5.2. Each of the sets 51 , ... ,56 as defined in Proposition 5.2 is H-
ambivalent. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.2 that none of 
the sets is Haar null. The complements of the sets 51 and 52 each contain the 
non-Haar null set 54, so neither 51 nor 52 is co-Haar null. The complement of 53 
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contains S5, so S3 cannot be co-Haar null. Since SI ~ S4' S4 is not co-Haar null. 
Finally, S5 ~ S4 and S6 ~ S4, and S4 is H-ambivalent, so neither S5 nor S6 is 
co-Haar null. D 
Now since S3 and S4 are neither co-Haar null nor Haar null, Properties 
(1) and (2) of Theorem 5.1 are H-ambivalent. Clearly the set {I E C(~) : 
I-I (x) is bounded \j x} is not Haar null, and it cannot be co-Haar null because 
its complement contains S3. Thus Property (3) of Theorem 5.1 is H-ambivalent as 
well. 
In the next part of this section, we will show that Properties (4)- (6) of The-
orem 5.1 are H-ambivalent. To do so, we will show that M N P is not co-Haar null 
and MT N P is not Haar null. Since MT N P ~ M N P, it will follow that MT N P 
and M N Pare H-ambivalent. 
The next lemma, which will be used to show that M N P is not co-Haar 
null, follows immediately from a theorem of Zajicek, who proved in [44] that for 
any fixed a E (0,1), the set of all I E C([O, 1],~) such that I has derivative +00 at 
a is H-ambivalent. Although the lemma follows from Zajicek's result, we provide 
a proof below because the techniques used in our proof will be used again later in 
the chapter. 
LEMMA 5.3. Fix a E K Then, the set 
{I E C(~) : I is increasing at a} 
is not Haar null. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, let a = 0, and let 
A = {I E C(~) : I is increasing at O}. 
Let K be a compact subset of C(~). We will construct M E C(~) such that 
K + M ~ A and apply Lemma 5.1. Let H : C(~) ----+ C(~) be defined by 
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{ 
max{O, f(x) - f(O)}, x:::; 0, 
H(f)(x) = 
min{O, f(x) - f(O)}, x > O. 
It is clear that H is well-defined; we will show that H is continuous. Let 
f E C(JR) and E > O. Choose N E N so that -tt < E, and choose 0 satisfying 
o < 20 < min {-tt, E}. The claim is that p(H(f), H(g)) < E for all 9 E B(j(f). Let 
9 E B(j(f). Observe that, for any x E [-N, NJ, we have 
l(f(x) - f(O)) - (g(x) - g(O))1 :::; If(x) - g(x)1 + If(O) - g(O)1 < 20. 
SO II f - f(O), 9 - g(O) II[-N.N]< 20. Suppose that x E [-N, OJ. We will consider 
three cases. 
CASE 1. f(x) - f(O), g(x) - g(O) < O. 
Then H(f)(x) = H(g)(x) = 0, so clearly IH(f)(x) - H(g)(x)1 < E. 
CASE 2. f(x) - f(O), g(x) - g(O) > O. 
We have IH(f)(x) - H(g)(x)1 = l(f(x) - f(O)) - (g(x) - g(O))1 < 20 < E. 
CASE 3. f(x) - f(O) 2 0, g(x) - g(O) :::; 0, or vice versa. 
Then, IH(f)(x) - H(g)(x)1 = If(x) - f(O)1 :::; l(f(x) - f(O)) - (g(x) - g(O))1 :::; 
If(x) - g(x)1 + If(O) - g(O)1 < E. 
In any case, for all x E [-N, 0], we have IH(f)(l;) - H(g)(x)1 < E. By a 
symmetric argument, for all x E [0, N], IH(f)(x) - H(g)(x)1 < E. Thus 
II H(f) - H(g) II[-N,N]< E, and since -tt < E, we have that p(H(f), H(g)) < E. 
N ow define M : JR -'t JR by 
{ 
- SUP"!EK(H(r)(x)) + x, 
M(x) = 
- inf"!EK(H(r) (x)) + x, 
x:::; 0, 
x> O. 
Again, M is clearly a well-defined mapping; we wish to show that M is 
continuous. Since K is a compact subset of C(JR) and H is continuous, the set 
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H(K) is a compact subset of C(JR). It follows easily from the fact that H(K) is an 
equicontinuous family of functions that M is continuous at any x =1= 0, so we need 
only verify that M is continuous at O. Let E > O. Since H(K) is equicontinuous at 
0, we may choose 0 < 6 < ~ so that IMb)(y)1 < ~ for all Iyl < 6 and I E K. If 
y> 0, we have 
IM(y) - M(O)I = IM(y)1 = - inf (Hb)(y)) + y < ~ + 6 < E, 
,EK 2 
and if Y ::; 0, we have 
IM(y)1 = 1- sup(Hb)(y)) + YI ::; 1- sup(Hb)(y))1 + Iyl < E. 
,EK ,EK 
Thus M is continuous at 0, and ME C(JR.). 
It remains to show that K + M ~ A. Let f E K. Let x > O. Then 
f(x) - f(O) ~ inf,EK(Hb)(x)), so f(x) - f(O) > inf,EK(Hb)(x)) - x = -M(x). 
Since M (0) = 0, it follows that (f + 1'V!) (x) > (f + A1) (0). By a symmetric 
argument, for x < 0 we have (f + M)(x) < (f + M)(O). Hence, K + M ~ A, and 
by Lemma 5.1, A is not Haar null. o 
Observe that the definition of the function M : JR -t JR in the previous 
proof depended on the choice of K and a. For future reference, we will use MK,a to 
denote the function defined in the proof above. In particular, observe that given 
any compact K ~ C(JR) and a E JR, every f E K + MK,a has the property that f 
is increasing at a. This function MK,a will be used in the proof of Lemma 5.5. 
COROLLARY 5.1. M N P is not co-Haar null. 
Proof. For any fixed a E JR, 
{f E C(JR) : f is increasing at a} ~ M N pc. 
Since the set on the left hand side is not Haar null by Lemma 5.3, the set M N pc 
is not Haar null. The result follows. o 
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Since MT N P is com eager in C (~), a generic f E C (~) has the property 
that the set of non-knot points of f is empty. Is it also the case that ae f E C(JR) 
has the property that the set of non-knot points is empty? In Corollary 5.2, we 
will answer this question in the negative. To show that MT N P is not Haar null 
using Lemma 5.1, we must show that given any compact K ~ C(~) there exists 
h E C(JR) such that K + h ~ MT N P. The existence of such a function h for each 
compact K is guaranteed by the following, much stronger, result. 
LEMMA 5.4. Given any compact set K ~ C(JR), there exists a com eager subset Q 
ofC(JR) such that K + h ~ MTNP for all h E Q. 
Proof. Let K be a compact subset of C(~). Fix an open interval I. Without loss 
of generality, let I = (0,1). For each n E N, we define sets Sn and Gn as follows. 
Let Sn be the set of all f E C(~) such that, for all x E [~, 1 - ~], there exist 
x x E (x - 1. x + 1.) satisfying f(x)- f(xd < -n and f(x)- f(x2) > n. Let G be 
1, 2 n' n X-Xl X-X2 n 
the set of all h E C(JR) such that K + h ~ Sn. Observe that, if we show that Gn 
contains a dense open subset of C(JR), then we are done, by the following argument. 
Suppose that Gn contains a dense open subset of C(JR). Note that 
00 n Sn = {f E C(~) : Vx E I, x is a knot point of f}· 
n=l 
Let QI = n~=l Gn. Then QI is comeager in C(JR), and K + h ~ n~=l Sn for all 
h E Q I. Now let Q = nI Q I, where the intersection is taken over all rational open 
intervals. The set Q is also comeager in C(JR), and for any h E Q, we have 
K + h ~ {f E C(~) : Vx E JR, x is a knot point of f} = MTNP. 
We wish to prove that Gn contains a dense open subset of C(~). To this 
end, let f E C(~) and t > 0 be arbitrarily chosen. We will construct 9 E B£(f) 
and fJ > 0 such that B1) (g) ~ Gn ; this technique was used often in the previous 
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chapter. Since K is uniformly equicontinuous on [0, 1], we may choose 6 > ° so 
that for all , E K and x, x' E [0,1]' we have 
f Ix - xii < 6 =} b(x) - ,(x')1 < 16' 
Choose mEN so that 
• Ix - xii < ~ =} If(x) - f(x')1 < l~ for all x, x' E [0,1]' 
• mE> n 32 . 
Define 9 as follows. Let g(x) = f(x) for all x ~ u::/(~ - 5~' ~ + 5~)' For 
k = 1, ... ,m - 1, if k is odd, let 
9(~)=f(~)+~, 
and if k is even, let 
To complete the construction of g, on each interval (~ - 5~' ~), let 9 be the line 
passing through the points (~- 5~' 9 (~ - 5~)) and (~, 9 (~)), and on each 
interval (~, ~ + 5~)' let 9 be the line passing through the points (~, 9 (~)) and 
(~+ 5~,g (~+ 5~))' Now 9 E BEU), 
Choose ° < TJ < 3E2 and let h E B17(g). The claim is that K + h ~ Sn' Let 
, E K and x E [~, 1 - ~l. Since ~ + 5~ < ~, we have 
k 1 k+2 1 
-+-<x<----
m 5m - - m 5m 
for some 1 ::; k ::; m - 3. First assume that k is odd. Let Xl = ~ and X2 = k!2. 
Observe that, since 2 < 1, we have Xl, X2 E (x - 1, x + 1). Note that since 
m n n n 
f b + g)(xd - b + g)(x), b + g)(X2) - b + g)(x) > "8 
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and hE B,,(g), we have 
E b + h)(X1) - b + h)(x), b + h)(X2) - b + h)(x) > 16' 
Since :r2 - x < 2 and Xl - X < _2, we have 
m m 
b + h)(xd - b + h)(x) 
< 








< -n and 32 
- mE 
l2. = - > n. 
2 32 
m 
If k is even, set Xl = k+2 and X2 
m ! and proceed in the same way. Thus 
K + h ~ Sn. It follows that Gn contains a dense open subset of C(lR), as was to 
be proven. D 
COROLLARY 5.2. MT N P is not Haar null. 
Proof. The corollary follows immediately from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.4. D 
By the next lemma, we have that Property (6) of Theorem 5.1 holds on an 
H-ambivalent subset of C(lR). 
LEMMA 5.5. For a fixed a E lR, let S be the set of all f such that f has derivative 
+00 at a and f has a knot point at all X =I- a. Then S is H-ambivalent. 
Proof. The fact that S is not co-Haar null follows immediately from Zajicek's 
result, mentioned before Lemma 5.3 above. Now without loss of generality, let 
a = 0, and let K be a compact subset of C(lR). By Lemma 5.4, we may choose 
h1 E C(lR) satisfying K + h1 ~ MT N P. Let MK+hj,O be the continuous function 
defined above. Let h2 be a continuous real-valued function on lR such that h2(0) = 0 
and h2 has the following properties: 
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• h2 is differentiable at all x i: 0, and 
• h2 has derivative + 00 at 0. 
Let I E K. Let x i: 0. Then since I + hi has a knot point at x and h2 
has finite derivative at x, it must be the case that I + hi + h2 has a knot point at 
x. Now observe that by the definition of MK+hl,O and choice of h2' I + hI + h2 is 
increasing at 0, and since h2 has derivative +00 at 0, we have that I + hI + h2 has 
derivative +00 at 0. So, if we define h = hi + h2 E C(JR.), then K + h ~ S, and by 
Lemma 5.1, S is not Haar null. 
D 
In [12], Christensen posed the following question: in a Polish abelian group, 
is any family of mutually disjoint universally measurable non-Haar null sets at 
most countable? Dougherty answered this question in the negative in [16], where 
he showed that in many nonlocally compact abelian Polish groups, there exists an 
uncountable family of mutually disjoint non-Haar null universally measurable sets. 
Solecki strengthened this result considerably in [41]; he proved that such a family 
exists in every nonlocally compact abelian Polish group. In the following example, 
we give an explicit example of such a family of non-Haar null sets in C(JR.). 
EXAMPLE 2. For each a E JR., let Sa be the set of all f such that f has derivative 
+00 at a, and f has a knot point at all x i: a. Then for any al i: a2, the sets 
Sal and Sa2 are necessarily disjoint. Moreover, each set Sa is non-Haar null by 
Lemma 5.5, and there are continuum many such sets. 
The final two lemmas in this section are used to show that Properties (7) 
and (8) of Theorem 5.1 are H-ambivalent. 
LEMMA 5.6. The set 
TI = {f E C(JR.) : orb(j, x) is unbounded for all x E JR.} 
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is not H aar null. 
Proof. Let K be a compact subset of C(JR), and let (3 be a continuous function 
which is a lower bound for K. Define a continuous real-valued function h on JR in 
such a way that ((3 + h)(x) > x + 1 for all x E R Let r E K and x E JR be fixed. 
Then for all kEN, 
and so orb(r, x) is unbounded. Thus K + h ~ TI , and by Lemma 5.1, TI is not 
Haar null. o 
LEMMA 5.7. Let C be a compact subset ofR The set 
T2 = {f E C (JR) : orb(f, x) is bounded for all x E C} 
is not Haar null. 
Proof. Let C be a compact subset of JR, and choose MEN so that C ~ [- M, M]. 
Let 9 be the zero function in C(JR). Choose f < M~I' Observe that if f E BE(g), 
then II f - 9 11[-(M+I),M+Ij< M~I' In particular, for any f E BE(g) and x E 
[-M,MJ, we have If(x)1 < M~I' and so orb(f,x) is bounded. Since T2 contains 
the open set BE (g), T2 is not Haar null. 0 
COROLLARY 5.3. The sets TI and T2 of Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 are H-ambivalent. 
Proof. By Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7, neither set is Haar null. The complements of TI 
and T2 contain the sets T2 and T I , respectively, so neither set is co-Haar null. D 
5.2 Co-Haar Null Subsets of C(JR) 
In this section we will prove Theorem 5.2. In Lemma 5.8 we will prove that 
Property (1) holds on a co-Haar null subset of C(JR). 
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LEMMA 5.8. The set MTNI is a co-Haar null subset oIC(~). 
Proof. Suppose that 9 t/:. MT N I. Then 9 is of monotonic type on some interval J. 
Now there exists m E ~ such that the function gm(X) = g(x) + mx is monotone 
on J. Thus the function gm is differentiable at almost every x E J; it follows that 
9 is differentiable at almost every x E J. Then 9 is an element of the set of all 
1 E C(~) such that 1 has finite derivative at at least one point, a set which is Haar 
null by Hunt's result in [25]. Since the complement of MT N I is contained in a 
Haar null set, the set MT N I is co-Haar null. 
D 
The following two corollaries are direct results of Lemma 5.S. The first, 
Corollary 5.4, gives us Property (2) of Theorem 5.2. The second, Corollary 5.5, 
gives us Property (3) of Theorem 5.2 and is of interest primarily as a contrast to 
the property of ae ¢ E -Z;z that ¢ is injective on a co-finite subset of 2. 
COROLLARY 5.4. The set MNI is a co-Haar null subset oIC(IR). 
Proof. Since the set M N I contains the set MT N I, it follows immediately from 
Lemma 5.S that M N I is co-Haar null. D 
COROLLARY 5.5. Given any bounded set F C IR, ae 1 has the property that 
IIIR\F is not injective. 
Proof. Let F ~ [-M, M] for some MEN. If 1 is injective on ~ \ F, then 1 is 
either strictly increasing or strictly decreasing on (-00, -M) U (M, (0), in which 
case 1 E MNlC. D 
In an unpublished work (2005), U. Darji proved that in the space of abso-
lutely continuous real-valued functions on [0,1]' almost every 1 has the property 
that 1-1 (x) is perfect for all x in a comeager subset of 1([0, 1]). We have adapted 
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the techniques used in that proof to prove that an analogous result, which is Prop-
erty (4) of Theorem 5.2, is true in this setting. Note that we have chosen to state 
that j-l (x) is perfect for all x in a comeager subset of JR, rather than for all x in a 
comeager subset of j (JR). This is because we are allowing that the set j-l (x) may 
be an empty set. Since the set of surjections in C(JR) is H-ambivalent, it mayor 
may not be the case that j (JR) = JR, and so the lemma may be rephrased to state 
that almost every j has the property that j-l (x) is nonem pty and perfect for all 
x in a comeager subset of j(JR). 
LEMMA 5.9. Ae j has the property that j-l(X) is perject jar all x in a comeager 
subset ojK 
Proof. We will show that if j E C(JR) has the property that j-l(X) contains an 
isolated point for all x in a nonmeager subset of JR, then j is monotone on some 
interval. Let j E C (JR) be such that the set 
C = {x E JR : j-l(X) is not perfect} 
is nonmeager in K For each rational open interval I, let 
CJ = {x E JR : Ij-l(x) nIl = I}. 
Observe that if CJ is meager in JR for all I, then the set C = UJ CJ is meager 
in JR as well, contrary to assumption. So there exists at least one such interval I 
such that CJ is nonmeager in JR; fix such an interval I. Now CJ is nonmeager in 
K Then there exists an open set U <;;;; JR such that CJ is categorically dense in 
U; i.e., given any open subset V of U, the set CJ n V is nonmeager in KNow 
it follows from the continuity of j that U <;;;; j(1), and so the set j-l(U) n I is 
nonempty and open in K Let J be an interval contained in j-l(U) n I. If j is 
not monotone on J, then there exist ZI < Z2 < Z3 E J so that either j(ZI) < j(Z2) 
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and 1(Z2) > 1(Z3), or 1(Zl) > 1(Z2) and 1(Z2) < 1(Z3). Without loss of generality, 
assume the former. Choose a, b such that max{1(zd,1(Z3)} < a < b < 1(Z2). 
Now (a, b) ~ U, and by the Intermediate Value Theorem, 11-1 (x) nIl 2: 2 for all 
x E (a, b), so CJ n (a, b) = 0, contradicting that CJ is categorically dense in U. So 
it must be the case that 1 is monotone on J. 
Now we have that if 1 E C(lR) has the property that 1-1(x) is not perfect 
for all x in a nonmeager subset of lR, then 1 ~ M N I. Since M N Ie is Haar null by 
Corollary 5.4, the result follows. 
D 
LEMMA 5.10. Fix MEN. Then 
A = {1 E C(lR) : 1(lR) ~ [-M, M]} 
is Haar null. 
Proof. For each k E [0,1]' let rk E C(lR) be defined by rk(X) = kx3. For all Borel 
subsets B of C(lR), define 
M(B) = A({k: rk E B}), 
where A is the Lebesgue measure. Now M is a Borel probability measure on C(lR) 
with SUPP(M) = {rk : k E [0, I]}. Let h E C(lR). The claim is that M(A + h) = O. 
Observe that if I(A + h) n SUPP(M)I ::; 1, we are done. Suppose that there exist 
functions iI, 12 E A such that iI + h = rkl and 12 + h = rk2' where k1' k2 E [0, IJ. 
Then, 
iI - 12 = rkl - rk2 . 
Now, for all x E lR we have -2M::; (iI - 12)(x) ::; 2M. But -2M::; (k1 - k2)X3 ::; 
2M for all x if and only if k1 = k2 = O. So, I(A + h) n SUPP(M)I = 1. Thus A is 
Haar null. D 
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COROLLARY 5.6. Almost every f E C(lR) has the property that f(lR) ~s un-
bounded. 
Proof. For each MEN, let AM = {f E C(lR) : f(lR) ~ [-M, M]}. By Lemma 
5.10, AM is Haar null. Thus the union UMEl'l AM is Haar null as well, and the 
result follows. 0 
We conclude this chapter by proving that Property (5) of Theorem 5.2 holds 
on a co-Haar null subset of C(lR). 
LEMMA 5.11. For fixed a E lR, almost every f E C(lR) has neither a fixed point 
nor a point of period 2 at a. 
Proof. Fix a E R Let P1 be the set of all f E C(lR) such that f has a fixed point 
at a, and let P2 be the set of all f which have a point of period 2 at a. For each 
k E [0,1]' let Ik,1/Jk : lR - lR be given by Ik == k and 1/Jk(X) = k(x - a). For all 
Borel subsets B of C(lR), let 
!J1(B) = )'({k: Ik E B}) and !J2(B) = )'({k: 1/Jk E B}), 
where). is the Lebesgue measure. Let hE C(lR). Fix f E P1 and k E [0,1] so that 
f1 + h = Ik· Suppose there exist 9 E P1 and l E [0,1] satisfying 9 + h = II. Then 
a = (f - g) (a) = (rk - II) (a) = k - l, 
so l = k - a. It follows that given any h E C(lR), I(P1 + h) n SUPP(!J1)I :::; 2, and 
!J(P1 + h) = 0. 
Now let h E C(lR), and fix f E P2 and k E [0,1] such that f + h = 1/JkJ and 
let 9 E P2, l E [0,1] satisfy 9 + h = 1/J1. Then we have f = 9 + 1/Jk - 1/J1, and in 
particular, we have 
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(g + 'l/Jk - 'l/Jz)2(a) 
(g + 'l/Jk - 'l/Jz)(g(a)) 
a + k(g(a) - a) - l(g(a) - a). 
Then k(g(a) - a) = l(g(a) - a), and since a is a point of period 2 under g, g(a) - a 
is nonzero, so it must be the case that k = l. Thus, where h is an arbitrarily chosen 
function, we have I (P2 + h) n SUPP(/-L2) I :S 1 and /-L2 (P2 + h) = O. Therefore PI and 
P2 are Haar null. D 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
In this paper, we have studied properties of generic and almost every map-
pings in the nonlocally compact Polish abelian groups ;ZZ and C(lR), and properties 
of generic mappings in C (lRn ), n ;::: 1. In the space ;ZZ, we proved that a generic 
1> has the property that orb( 1>, n) is finite for all n E ;Z and 1> has infinitely many 
points of period k for all kEN, and almost every 1> has the property that orb( 1>, n) 
is finite for only finitely many n E ;Z. These results are interesting in light of the 
well-known fact that a generic (J E SeX! has the property that orb( (J, n) is finite 
for all n E Nand (J has infinitely many points of period k for all kEN, and the 
more recent result [17J that almost every (J E Soo has the property that orb( (J, n) 
is finite for only finitely many n EN. We also studied other properties of generic 
and almost every mappings in ;ZZ. We found that when some prescribed behavior 
occurred for a generic 1>, it was often the case that the opposite behavior occurred 
for almost every 1>. (See Theorems 3.3 and 3.4.) While we have obtained complete 
descriptions of generic and almost every mappings in ;ZZ, we have found one op-
portunity for further study in ;ZZ. S. Solecki has proven that in every nonlocally 
compact Polish abelian group G, there exists an uncountable family of non-Haar 
null universally measurable mutually disjoint subsets of G [41]. Most of the sub-
sets of ;ZZ that we studied are either Haar null or co-Haar null, although in the 
final three propositions of the chapter we identified three subsets of ;ZZ which are 
H-ambivalent. It would be interesting to find an explicit example of uncountably 
many pairwise disjoint non-Haar null subsets of ;ZZ. 
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After obtaining the results for the space 'l/- given in Chapter 3, we began to 
study another group of functions, that of the continuous real-valued mappings on 
R We began by answering relatively simple questions about a generic j E C(JR) 
(e.g., is a generic j onto?), and we showed that several of the properties of a 
generic ¢ E C(JR) are also true of a generic j E C(JR). A generic j is surjective, has 
infinitely many points of period k for all kEN, and has the property that orb(j, x) 
is bounded for all x E JR (Theorem 4.1). We studied the properties of the orbits 
and w-limit sets of a generic j in greater detail in Theorem 4.2. In particular, we 
found that w(j, x) is perfect for a generic x E JR, orb(j, x) is finite for all x in a 
c-dense subset of JR, orb(j, x) is infinite and w(j, x) is finite for all x in a c-dense 
subset of JR, and w(j, x) is infinite and not perfect for all x in an unbounded subset 
of R However, the size of the set {x E JR : w (j, x) is infinite and not perfect} for 
a generic j is not yet known. Of course it is an infinite set, but is it uncountable? 
Is it c-dense in JR? 
We have also studied properties of generic mappings in C(JRn), n 2:: 1 (The-
orem 4.3). We have found that several of the properties which are true of a generic 
j E C(JR) are also true of a generic j in the more general setting of C(JRn), although 
the proofs are more difficult and require different techniques. While in C(JR), we 
determined which types of orbits and w-limit sets might occur for a generic j, we 
have not obtained such results for the space C(JRn). This is a more difficult problem 
which will require further study. 
In Chapter 5, we studied the properties of almost every j E C(JR). We 
found that many of the properties that are true of a generic j hold only on an 
H-ambivalent subset of C(JR). Thus, although in the space ZZ, there are several 
properties P of which one can say "a generic ¢ has property P and almost every 
¢ does not have property P ," we have not yet found such a property for mappings 
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in C (ffi.). In particular, this frustrated our attempt to find a decomposition of C (ffi.) 
into two "small" sets, one meager and the other Haar null. By Theorem 5.1, the 
set {I E C(ffi.) : orb(j, x) is unbounded Vx E ffi.} is H-ambivalent. However, it 
might be the case that almost every 1 E C(ffi.) has the property that orb(j, x) is 
unbounded for all x in a co-compact set. If this were true, then this result would 
be analogous to the property of almost every cp E ZZ that orb( cp, n) is unbounded 
for all n in a co-finite set. Moreover, if this set is a co-Haar null subset of C(ffi.), 
then we will have produced a decomposition of C(ffi.) into two small sets, as the set 
{I E C (ffi.) : orb(j, x) is unbounded for some x E ffi.} would be both comeager and 
Haar null in C(ffi.). 
The set MT N P was one of the comeager subsets of C(ffi.) that we found to 
be H-ambivalent. Recall that MT N P is the set of 1 E C(ffi.) such that every point 
is a knot point. So, in other words, for a generic 1, the set of non-knot points of 
1 is empty, but almost every 1 mayor may not have a knot point. How "big" can 
the set of non-knot points be for almost every I? Does almost every 1 have the 
property that the set of non-knot points is at most countable? 
In Theorem 4.1, we proved that a generic 1 E C (ffi.) has the property that 
the preimage of every point is uncountable and unbounded. The set of functions in 
C(ffi.) which have unbounded preimage at every point was shown to be H-ambivalent 
in Theorem 5.1, and we proved in Theorem 5.2 that almost every 1 has the prop-
erty that 1-1 (x) is a perfect (possibly empty) set for a generic x E R It would be 
interesting to find out what happens for almost every 1 in the case that x is not 
in this comeager subset of R Does there exist some x such that 1-1 (x) contains 
an isolated point? 
As this work progresses, we will continue to extend these results to other 
non-locally compact abelian Polish groups. The ultimate goal of this research is to 
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find results which hold for any nonlocally compact abelian Polish group. The proof 
techniques given in this paper are each very specific to the space being studied, 
so new proof techniques must be found if we hope to obtain results which apply 
to any non-locally compact abelian Polish group. This leads to many promising 
opportunities for further research. 
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